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ABSTRACT

LEE SMITH'S NARRATIVE STYLE Oray 1993)

Amy Leigh Spangler, B.A., Wake Forest University

M.A. , Appalachian State University

Thesis Chairperson:  Edwin T. Amold

Southern fiction writer Lee Smith is noted for her diverse narrative

style.  She uses different points of view, often in the same novel.  Her

narrative voices are rich in oral qualities, and she experiments with

consciously written narratives as well.  In her most recent works she

shows a growing interest in song as a narrative technique.  Through a

study of her major novels, especially Oral Historv (1983), Familv Linen

(1985), Fair and Tender Ladies (1988), and The Devil's Dream (1992), her

use of these techniques can be traced.  In this thesis, Smith's special

third-person omniscient and "downstage" narrators are explored as

framing perspectives, voices of objectivity, and voices of contrived

language.  Her use of the first person is discussed as an Appalachian

storyteller, as a biased teller, and as a modern voice.  Smith's

experiments with the placement of written narratives in the midst of her

novels in the forms of journals and letters are observed; and finally, her

interest in song as a narrative force is examined.
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Introduction

"Whatever our theme in writing, it is old and tried.  Whatever our

place, it has been visited by the stranger, it will never be new again.  It is
only the vision that can be new; but that is enough."

-Eudora Welty

Welty's emphasis on vision, or point of view, is central to Lee Smith's

novels.  An outstanding characteristic of Smith's work is the diversity of

narrative techniques.  It is this variety that makes her stories fresh and

intriguing.  In fact, Smith acknowledges Welty's influence.  In her article
"The Voice behind the Story," Smith wrote:

Thinking about Eudora Welty reminds me of how crucial

these points of style become for those of us who are from the

South, and who are writing about the South.  We don't have

any new material.  We all have doomed cousins who are still

going to Sweetbriar and crazy uncles who still live in their
mothers' back rooms .... So what are we going to do?  How

are we going to write about what we know, yet keep it from

being trite-keep it from being a bad imitation of those

writers we most admire, Faulkner and Eudora Welty and

Flannery O'Connor .... The best we can hope for . . . is to

make it  new through language-through point of view,

through tone, through style. (99)

1
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As a Southern writer, Smith agrees that all themes have been explored,

that it is bQ]a[ they are explored through language that makes a story.

From various interviews it is obvious that Smith is very much interested

in exploring point of view, and her eight novels further testify to that

interest.  In her first two books, The Last Dav the Dogbushes Bloomed

(1968) and Something in the Wind (1971), Smith used first-person

narrators.  Her first novel is told by nine-year-old Susan Tobey who

relates in her own naive words what happened during her momentous

ninth summer.  Smith's second novel is also told by a girl, college-age

Brooke RIncaid, who describes going to college and finding her own

identity.  Lee Smith's interest in language is evident in these early books,

especially in Susan's charming nine-year-old ideas, such as her naming

bushes around her house "dogbushes" because she found a dog under one.

Brooke's "hinky-pinky" word games and stream-of-consciousness

passages of inner thought also indicate Slnith's growing experimentation
with language:  "Home is where the heart is.  Absence makes the heart

grow fonder.  It's a long way to Tipperary and there's no place like home;
one, two, kick; shuffle, ball, change" (210).  Here Smith strings together

familiar phrases as they run through Brooke's mind.  In "I'he Voice

behind the Story" Smith says that with such narrators:

a very special kind of closeness can be achieved almost

immediately with the reader.  The main character is easily

developed because he or she is speaking, and it's easy to

control plot-you can only tell whatever the main character

sees or thinks or hears. (94-95)
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Even though these early works are told by fairly straightforward first-

person naITators, their interest in word play and their naive perspectives
add a richness and complexity to Smith's earliest stories.

It is not until Fancv Stl.ut (1973) that Smith begins her work with

the third-person narrative technique.  This story widens its perspective to

focus on a large cast of characters and their thoughts and actions as the

town of Speed, Alabama, prepares for its sesquicentennial celebration.

The omniscient narrator is a very observant but calmly detached third

person that tells the story with a tone of comic irony.  Leonard Rogoff

discusses the move in perspective from the first two novels to the third,

observing that the narrative quality in Fancv Strut is "not confession but

reporting" (407).  Smith has said that she developed the idea for Eaag]z

S£E±! from covering a matorette contest when she was a reporter for the

_Tuscaloosa News.  When asked in a 1985 interview if she thought her

journalistic experience had much effect on her fiction, Smith replied,

The thing about journalism is that it gives you an entree

into people's lives that you don't normally have.  You can ask

them the most personal things, and you talk to people that

normally you might not have a chance to talk to.  It was

really invaluable. (Ross and Kems 346)

Reporting, therefore, gave Smith the opportunity to gain deeper insights

into people's lives and carry that ability into her writing.  Smith said in

an interview with Jennifer Hubbard that her third novel was important

to her as a writer because it was the first time she was able to write

outside herself, beyond the scope of her own life:

It's something that is real hard for young writers to do,

to write outside of yourself.  And that's how newspaper
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was helpful to me, I mean in general, because Fancv Strut

wasn'tjust the girl speaker.  Suddenly, there were a lot

of other people.  It's like that ability to get outside of

yourself, which is real hard for young writers to do
because we all want to start because we want to talk about

ouselves. (68)

Influenced by her experience as a reporter, Smith's third person in Ea±g][

S±r±±! becomes its most distant and objective with an isosceles triangle

framework in Chapter Twenty-two.  This experiment in narrative

technique intensifies the feeling of the reporter's detached, almost God-

like perspective on life in Speed, but that of an extremely insightful,

omniscient reporter:

Visualize an isosceles triangle, superimposed on the

town .... At one point of the triangle, Manly sits at his desk,

feeling paranoid .... The next point of the isosceles triangle

falls upon the football field .... Across town, in the air-

conditioned Rondo coffee shop, Lomas Cartwright holds

forth beneath the third point of the triangle. (223-230)

This narrative technique is mechanical and cold; the narrator is almost

condescending toward the town.  Anne Goodwyn Jones in "The World of

Lee Smith" argues that this "omniscient American narrator was too far

[removed] from the community for [Smith's] purposes" (128).  Although

this perspective produces irony and humor, it also creates too much

distance so that the characters become almost caricatures rather than

believable people with realistic lives.

It is when Smith began to write about Appalachia that she began to

have further trouble with narrative voice:  "I would have such disparity
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between the voice of my character, who spoke, of course, in dialect, a

fairly heavy dialect, and just the standard narration of my third person

narrator, and I felt like it made my character seem stupid" (Spangler,

Appendix 1-2).  In the short story "Heat Lightning," Smith's narrative

approach first switches from the omniscient narrator to a special third-

person narrator that uses the same diction as the focal character:
It was just unconscious, I just found myself writing in the

third person the way that Geneva, who was the main

character, would say it if she were saying it.  Like if she

said, "It's hot as hell in here,"-not the kind of thing that the

third person narrator would say, and then suddenly, that

story just seemed to write itself. (Spangler 74)

Interestingly, it was not until later that Smith found a name for her

technique in Tom Wolfe's The New Journalism.  The first time Wolfe used

this narrative technique, he created a persona that might have stepped

out of one of Lee Smith's mountain novels.  He says,

I was feigning the tones of an Inge Hollow [North Carolina]

mooushiner, in order to create the illusion of seeing the

action through the eyes of someone who was actually on the

scene and involved in it, rather than a beige narrator.  I

began to think of this device as the downstage voice, as if

characters downstage from the protagonist himself were

talking .... I would do the same thing with descriptions.

Rather than just come on as the broadcaster describing the

big parade, I would shift as quickly as possible into the

eyesockets, as it were, of the people in the story.  Often I
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would shift the point of view in the middle of a paragraph or

even a sentence. (18)

Slnith came across Wolfe's description of "the downstage narrator" while

using The New Joumalism as a textbook to teach about possible

variations in point of view.  Her own use of this point of view gave her the

distance necessary to achieve objectivity, but it also gave her the

closeness to create genuine sympathetic characters.

Smith uses this naITative technique of "the downstage narrator" in

Black Mountain Breakdown (1981).  The third person that narrates the

story of Crystal Spangler is a speaker described by Dorothy Combs Hill

as "the voice of the community" (Diss. 70).  It is a narrator who speaks

with the same diction as all of the inhabitants of Black Rock, Virginia, so

that the third person does not seem quite so removed from the story.  The

combination of this perspective with the constant use of present tense

adds a sense of immediacy to the story.  In this novel, Smith shifts the

narrator's point of view to focus on one character at a time.  This voice

moves from Crystal to Agnes, back to Crystal, and then on to Lorene in

the space of a few pages.  The shifts are barely noticed because the dialect

of all the characters in this novel is the same; therefore, the downstage

narrator9s dialect also remains the same.  This point of view works well

for Smith:  this unique narrator is involved enough in Crystal to catch her

thoughts but removed enough to keep Crystal a mystery.

Thus, with this fourth novel, Black Mountain Breakdown, Smith

reconciled her difficulties with omniscient narration by creating a

downstage narrative point of view that sounds genuine, not

condescending toward her characters.  The third-person perspective also
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allows the reader to see deeper into the minds of characters than a

limited first-person point of view can permit.

In her next four novels Smith experimented further with language.

Focusing on Oral Historv (1983), Familv Linen (1985), Fair and Tender

Ladies (1988), and The Devil's Dream (1992), I will further explore the

function of smith's special third-person narrator as a framing

perspective, a voice of reality and objectivity, a voice of contrived

language, and a structuring technique.  I will also discuss Smith's further

use of the first person as an Appalachian storyteller with rich oral

qualities, as a biased teller of tales, and as a modem voice.  I will observe

Smith's experiments with the placement of written narratives in the

midst of her novels in the forms of journals and letters; and finally, I will

follow Smith's interest in song as a narrative force that demonstrates the

power of tradition and religion in Appalachian life.  Smith's style and

technique is further discussed and clarified in my interview with her

which is included as an appendix in this thesis.  In the four approaches to

story telling introduced above, Eudora Welty's premise is imaginatively

demonstrated by Smith:  "it is only through style finally--through

language-that any writer can be original" ("Voice" 99).  Lee Smith

makes the old themes new.



Chapter One:  The Use of the Third Person

In her first four novels, The Last Dav the Dogbushes Bloomed,

Something in the Wind, Fancv Strut, and Black Mountain Breakdown,

Lee Smith experimented with point of view.  She employed the first

person in her first two efforts, and she moved on to a third-person
omniscient narrator in her third book.  Smith felt that this move into

third person was an important step in her writing career because she

began to write outside herself, but Dorothy Combs Hill speculates that

Smith "cannot bring herself to write in the omniscient voice because she

wishes to be closer to her characters" (Lee Smith 136).  Smith herself

feels that an omniscient point of view is "the most flexible, the most

unrestricted and the hardest, finally, for me, because it offers too many

options" ("Voice" 95).  She realizes that a writer should not be too

distanced from or too close to her subject and that the appropriate

distance can be achieved through choosing the correct point of view for

the story at hand.  Most critics agree that the third-person omniscient

point of view in her fourth book, Black Mountain Breakdown, is more

effective in that story because the narrator is "the voice of the

community" (Hill, Diss. 70) of Black Rock, supplying the closeness and

compatibility of the teller to the tale, and because the story is told in the

present tense, adding immediacy to the story's situations.  Therefore,

even though the point of view is still the third-person omniscient,

allowing the narrator to see into the minds of the characters with a

8
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certain depth of perception that a first-person narrator could not give, it

is not so coldly distanced as the narrator in Fanov Strut.

In Oral Historv, Familv Linen, Fair and Tender Ladies, and T!±g

Devil's Dream, Smith further varies her narrative technique.  When the

tthird person is used in these books, the voice is, as in Black Mountain

Breakdown, the "downstage narrator."  In an interview with Jennifer

Hubbard, Smith described this unique perspective:

It's when you're writing in the third person, but you are

using the kind of mode of expression and vocabulary of your

characters . . . itjust makes it real lively, because it gives

you all the advantages.  You have the distance so that you

can make observations that a first person speaker would not

make about himself or herself, but you have the closeness

and the liveliness of serf-expression, of the vocabulary that

the first person speaker always has. (67)

The difference between Black Mountain Breakdown and her later novels

is that not everyone has the same modes of expression and vocabulary.

In the works mentioned above, most chapters told in the third-person

downstage narration are dominated by a single character, so in each of

these chapters the narrative attitude changes with the characters

themselves.  In her thesis, Jennifer Hubbard describes Smith's modified

narrative technique :

Even though the words do not come directly from the

character's mouth, Smith arranges the language to fit that of

the character who dominates the chapter.  In a way, the

character narrates the chapter along with the omniscient
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narrator, which lets the reader hear the words, but hear

them second-hand. (22-23)

Smith, then, has her narrator stand "downstage" from the character

under scrutiny and tell in that character's own manner what is

happening in the story.  Smith does this to a degree in Fancv Strut, but

the effect is one of ironic condescension.  In her later novels her third-

person narrators do not talk down to her characters because this speaker
is one of them.

In Oral Historv and The Devil's Dream, Smith uses the device of a

third person omniscient narrator who takes the perspective of an outsider

to frame the stories and bring the reader into and out of the worlds of the

stories.  The language of this downstage narrator contrasts with colorful

first-person perspectives.  Smith also employs the third person in

particular chapters to provide more objective views of the stories at hand.
Oral Historv opens and closes with sections dominated by Jennifer,

a college student who returns to her roots of Hoot Owl Holler and the

Cantrell family to do folklore research on the haunted family homestead,

but a character whose attitude, as communicated by the narrator, is one

of unconscious condescension toward the foackward" relatives.  As she

walks down the hill from planting her tape recorder in the abandoned

house, "Jennifer thinks it is just beautiful in this holler, so peaceful . . ."

(4).  Sh6 tries politely to praise the home-cooked meal, but she is met by

stoic stares from those for whom such food is everyday fare.  Jennifer

says, "I think it's just wonderful the way all of you still live right here in

this valley and help each other out .... It's remarkable.  Not many people

live that way any more" (10).  She is confronted with silence.  Although

related, Jennifer is clearly an outsider in Hoot Owl Holler, as is the
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reader.  She wonders at her relatives' strange behavior as does the

reader.  Through Jennifer, the reader is introduced to the world of Qra|

Hi.story.  At the end of the book, when Jennifer drives away confused and

upset, the reader leaves Hoot Owl Holler as well, but understanding

much more than Jennifer.  Dorothy Combs Hill tells us, "Smith says she

is not sure if her critics and audience understood that the voices that

unroll within the story are meant to be what is recorded on the tape

recorder" (Lee Smith 53).  If this were tnie, it would be plain that

Jennifer, as well as the reader, would leave Hoot Owl Holler with access

to its mystery, but this reading is not supported by the book.  The frame

ends and begins again without any mention of the tape's being played.

The narrator of the ending fr.ame. even refreshes the reader's memory by

recounting what happened in the opening frame:  "Little Luther cackles

out from the swing as if from a dream, as if none of that had really

happened at all, not Jennifer coming or Al going up the holler to get the

tape recorder and coming back all shook up" (287).  The closirig narrative

opens where the opening narrative leaves off.  Furthermore, this

omniscient narrator tells what the future holds:  "Jennifer's tape, when

she played it, will have enough banging and crashing and wild laughter

on it to satisfy even the most hardened cynic in the class" (291).  The

narrator gives no evidence that any of the narratives of Oral Historv are

on the tape.  This omniscient narrator that is focused on Jennifer not only

provides entrance into and exit from Hoot Owl Holler, but Jennifer's

polite, urban, educated speech as communicated by the narrator provides

a sharp contrast to its following narratives, especially that of the rich,

1]wic, nineteenth-century mountain voice of Granny Younger.  Each
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succeeding narration moves closer to the present and thus closer to the

narrator's voice.

The Devil's Dream also uses sections at the beginning and the end

to frame the book.  Although a first-person narrator, the first framing

narrator is also an outsider, like Jermifer, who moves us into the story of

four generations of Baileys, a country music family.  This speaker is a

tourist at the Opryland Hotel who is busy gawking at the sights and

talking a mile a minute.  She is an informed country music fan and she is

talking to another fan, the reader perhaps, whom she urges, "Look-richt

now, right over here, flash bulbs are popping like crazy on the porch in

front on the old-timey Pickin Parlor.  You better hope you've got some

film left, honey.  It must be somebody big . . ." (12).  The reader follows

the naITator over to where Katie Cocker is answering questions from the

press, and the reader gets a detailed commentary on the proceedings.  As

Jennifer's speech contrasts with Granny Younger's speech, this unnamed

tourist's modem Southern colloquialisms contrast with Old Man Ira

Keen's first-person narrative. The narrator at the end of this novel,

however, is not the same jumpy voice of the beginning.  This concluding

third-person narrator has deep insight into the lives and the feelings of

each member of the Bailey family as they come together for their big

reunion.  This downstage narrator communicates in each character's own

attitude what he or she is thinking, but stops at the door of the bus when

it is closed behind the reunited family.

Smith also uses the third person omniscient narrator to provide

much needed objective and more distant perspectives after the heavily

biased personal perspectives of the early storytellers of Oral Historv and

The Devil's Dream.  In some cases this narrator dispels some of the
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myths that have been encouraged by earlier narrators, and in other cases

this point of view marks the coming of more modern times.  In any case,

this narrator is considered more reliable than the first-person narrator

because there is a lesser degree of emotional involvement in the

situations being described.  In Oral Historv the two chapters that follow

Granny Younger's mystical, magical, and mysterious tale of Almarine

and his two loves are told in the third person.  The narrator of "Pricey

Jane" and "Almarine" is an omniscient narrator who sees deeply into

each of these characters and tells their tragic tale in their manners.

Shortly before her death,

Pricey Jane sits on the front porch nursing Dory and feeling

his absence like a live thing, a real presence there with them

on the porch, in the cabin, in the yard.  Pricey Jane loves

Almarine so much it's like she made him up out of her own

head, the perfect only man for her to love. (61)

An absence so poignant that it can be felt is genuine, something real that

any woman who truly loves her husband may feel.  This narrator delves

into Pricey Jane's actual thoughts, while Granny's first-person tale is

distanced by legend and folklore.  Pricey Jane's thoughts are like a shot of

reality after being lulled into a dream.  The shock and pain of her death

closes Almarine off to everything, even the probing point of view of the

narrator.  The narrator is focused in on Almarine until he finds his wife

and children close to death; then the narrator's focus backs off

considerably:

Later Almarine will not remember how he almost rode his

horse to death until bloody-mouthed and foam-flecked it

buckled to its knees not thirty feet from where he was
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headed .... Almarine remembered none of that as he rode a

Davenport mule ahead of them all, holding fast in his mind's

eye to the scene . . . that would never leave him again:  the

look that come into Pricey Jane's eyes when she saw who he

was, the way her head dropped slack to the side, the feel of

his boy's cold cheek, how the dog barked and how the

buzzards, slow and graceful, made those awful circles in the

blue sky over his holler. (70-71)

After this shock of reality following two experiences of magical love with

Red Emmy and Pricey Jane, Almarine's consciousness is shut off for the

rest of the book.
"At the Burying Ground" and "At the Smith Hotel" also provide

some objectivity after biased tales.  The third-person narrator in "At the

Burying Ground" comes after Rose Hibbitts' resentful account of her stay

at the Cantrell place.  In this clear light Rose is seen blotchy-faced and

bleary-eyed crying for no reason and mumbling about haunted hollers:

Rose had changed so much in the last several years ....

Rose's blotched complexion had grown blotchier than ever,

with scaling sores that appeared often now on her

cheeks .... Her pale hair, always thin, had fallen out so

gradually .... But the way she looked was not the worst of

it .... Rose had taken to crying suddenly, inexplicably, at

the most inappropriate moments. (83)

This more objective picture of Rose makes her narrative questionable

because she is revealed as not the reasonable person she makes herself

out to be.  "At the Smith Hotel" follows another hysterical account of

hauntings in Hoot Owl Holler.  In this chapter, the narrator recounts
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Justine Poole and Aldous Rife's conversation on the origins of such stories

and the unreliable quality of their sources.  Aldous says, "Look, Justine.

You could make up something about anybody up in any of those

hollers .... And once it starts, itjust goes on by itself . . ." (186).  The

third-person narrator in all of these chapters helps to challenge some of

the opinions of first-person narrators and establish some sense of

actuality to the story.

The third-person omniscient naITator in The Devil's Dream also

serves as an agent of truth after several first-person storytellers' personal

agendas color the reader's perspective of the Bailey finily.  In the first

section of this book, "Ezekiel Bailey" and "Nonnie and the Big Talker"

each follows first-person accounts of the early days of this country music

family.  Ezekiel Bailey's story is told by a third-person omniscient

narrator who sees clearly into this strange, quiet boy's mind:  "For even

as a child, Zeke has sense enough not to tell anybody about the voices in

his head, or that other sound he always heard, like wind through a cave.

The only way Zeke knew to shut off that sound was to sit still.  Real still"

(34).  This narrator brings a sense of objectivity to the book after Old Man

Ira Keen's folktale, which is retold by Tampa at the end of the book.

Even though Zeke's story is the stuff of legends, this narrator's

perspective is distanced enough to make Zeke's religious experience seem

true:

And then a clap of thunder sounded that was louder than

all the previous thunder piled together, a clap of Judgment

Day thunder .... And God said, "Don't be a-singing that

song, boy."  Then He said, "I`his un's yer song."  Then God
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sang .... The minute God had done singing, the light faded

off the earth all around .... (43)

As unbelievable as this episode may seem, it is recounted by a third-

person omniscient narrator who seems very reliable in that his speaker
tells the good and the bad about Zeke.

After Zinhia Hulett tells a rather biased story about her sister, the

third-person omniscient narrator sets the record straight.  Zinnia says

that when she and her father took Nonnie to Zeke's home:

I remarked upon how tight [Ezekiel] helt my arm when he

helped me down off the wagon, and how much he appeared

to like the filed apple pies we had brung them-which I had

made!-and I knowed in my heart of hearts that Ezekiel

Bailey preferred me over Nonnie. (60)

Yet the reliable third-person narrator recounts the story differently:

Her ugly sister had presented Ezekiel with a little bag of

fried pies which he ate automatically, one after the other,

watching Nonnie.  Ezekiel did not look at the sister, who

was poking around the yard and exclaiming over this and

that and acting the fool in general. (63)

This narrative provides an honest account of the lives of Nonnie and

Zeke, t,hus challenging Zinnia's perspective on the truth.  After the first

two pages, this chapter is remarkable for the downstage narrator's total

immersion in the speech patterns and thoughts of Nonnie Bailey,

especially at her death:

Nonnie woke up with the sheets on fire.  The last thing she

saw before she lost consciousness was the wide blank gaze of

Ezekiel's blue-blue-eyes .... ``Oh God," Nonnie said.  "Oh
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God," for she really had loved him.  Then her mouth was full

of dirt and she was dead. (79)

This startling conclusion to her story is made more disturbing by the

narrator's following her speech and thoughts through her death and into

her burial.
"The Bristol Sessions" and "Black Jack Johnny Raines and the Pig-

Brain Theory" are the only two other chapters that are told in the third

person.  "The Bristol Session" is the last chapter in section two, which is

told entirely by first-person storytellers.  These narratives bring the story

through two generations to the family's first recording session.  This

narrative strikes a more realistic contrast with the preceding stories and

functions well in this particular place in the book because it signifies the

moving from the distant past into the more modem present of radios,

recordings, and record companies.  Black Jack Johnny Raines' chapter

follows two very biased accounts of his story.  Rose Annie talks in her

first-person narrative about her and Johnny when they were young and

in love.  She idealizes him and seems to ignore all the signs of his

unfaithful and criminal nature.  From an outsider's point of view, Tammy

Bumette criticizes Rose Annie for running off with Johmy.  The

downstage narrator who tells his up-to-date story in "Black Jack Johnny

Raines and the Pig-Brain Theory" relates the shocking and tawdry

details of his life in his own dirty language.  This realistic account of

twenty-four hours of Johmy's drinking, drugs, sex, and cursing

challenges Rose Annie's rosy view of her childhood sweetheart and calls

into question herjudgment.  The third-person narrator in all of these

cases ctves more objective and distanced accounts of previous stories, yet
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the downstage narrator's use of the focus character's words pulls the

reader into the book.

Familv Linen is told almost entirely by a third-person omniscient

downstage narrator.  As in Fancv Strut, each chapter focuses on one

character at a time and most of the narratives are told in the present

tense.  As Harriette Buchanan notes in "Lee Smith: The Storyteller's

Voice," this perspective "is at once less personal and yet more immediate

than the combination of the first person and omniscient naITator [as in

Oral Historv]" (340).  Familv Linen is set in the present so the narratives

seem closer to the reader's own circumstances.  At the salne time, the

more distanced third person allows for many different views of each of

Miss Elizabeth's children.  The book opens with Sybill, "a very capable

woman" who is the head of Language Arts at the Roanoke Technical

Institute and the manager of a condominium complex (7).  She is an

extremely organized person and prides herself on what she has done with

her life, but from her brother Arthur's point of view Sybill "would be a

pretty middle-aged woman if she'd keep her mouth shut and act right"

(106).  In one of her chapters Candy reminisces about her old maid sister:

Sybill in her whole life had never acted the way she did that

afternoon.  She never had.  Candy remembered Sybill sitting

inside with Mother whjle all the rest of them went out to

play in the snow.  Sybill didn't want to get wet, or cold, or

dirty.  She wouldn't eat snow cream either.  She thought it

might have germs.  Later, she wouldn't learn to jitterbug.

So Sybill couldn't be happy, screaming the way she was

screaming that afternoon .... Sybill is not any better than

anybody else when push comes to shove. (110)
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By the time all her siblings have described her in their most intimate and

honest thoughts, the reader has a new picture of Sybill.  She has

alienated her family by separating herself from them.  In one of her

narratives she thinks her falnily is "treating her so mean .... You'd think

they'd feel sorry for her, and appreciate what she's had to go through, but

oh no" (148-149).  Sybill does not see her brother and sisters' sides of the

story, as the reader does through the structuring of the third-person

narratives.

Each chapter in Familv Linen focuses on a single character through

most of the book.  AIl of the individuals in the Hess finily are spread

apart by geography and by emotions.  Sybill lives in Roanoke and Laey

lives in Chapel Hill.  Myrtle does not connect with her husband on any

genuine level, and Arthur lives in his own world and laughs at his sisters.
All of the Hess children have varying critical opinions of each other.  For

the first eleven chapters, the omniscient narrator focuses on each sibling

one at a time.  As the fandly comes closer together through unifiring

forces such as Miss Elizabeth's death and the possibility of Jewell RIfe's

remains being buried in the old well, the narrative technique shifts

slightly.  In Chapter Twelve the third-person narrator focuses on Sybill,

Arthur, Myrtle, and Lacy, still one at a time, but all in one chapter

divided by sections.  Slowly, as mirrored in the structure of the book, the

family comes closer together both physically and emotionally.  In Chapter

Twelve they are all dividing up Miss Elizabeth's possessions and waiting

for the bulldozer to find any bones in the back yard of the family

homestead.  Chapter Thirteen is Miss Elizabeth's journal, which.answers

many questions about the matriarch for the reader and for Lacy, and

Chapter Fourteen has the downstage narrator shifting from Lacy to
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Myrtle to Sybill to Fay to Arthur and to Sean smoothly by means of

paragraphs.  After the bones are found and Nettie's first-person account
is told in Chapter Fifteen, solving much of the mystery surrounding this

falnily, the next two chapters' point of view is that of a straight third-

person omniscient narrator who slides in and out of people's perspectives

almost inperceptibly:

A play, a play, this is all like a play, or a movie, Lacy

thinks .... Candy says she doesn't think she can do much

with Fay .... "Isn't he cL4£e?"  Theresa whispers to Kate,

meaning Roy Looney, who's loading Arthur into the back

seat of the VW now, Arthur's having kind of a crying drunk.

He loved Pay .... Don is planning everything.  Therell be

two quiet, tasteful burials, that's it.  It can be done.  You

have to think positively, and act decisively. (272)

The Hess family is brought together by deaths and by a marriage.  In the

last chapter the narrator's presence disappears and the wedding

festivities are told in a more distanced, reporting point of view in the

future tense: "I'omorrow, nobody will remember exactly who was the first

one in the pool, but soon it's full of churning bodies, pale flashing flesh

beneath the water" (291).  As family unity is achieved, the narrative

technique of division becomes weaker and finally dissolves.

The third-person narrative perspective that Lee Smith uses in her

last four books is very versatile.  In Familv Linen the omniscient

downstage narrator's rigid structure of focusing on one character at a

time is replaced by a blending technique as the family comes together.

The critical views of each sibling on the other become less harsh and

finally non-existent as the narrative presence fades.  In Oral Historv and
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T'he Devil's Dream Smith uses the third person similarly.  In both books

the downstage narrator provides a frame that focuses on an outsider to

bring the reader into the novel.  This voice also provides a language

contrast with the oral narratives that it encases.  The third person also

provides more distanced, objective views on happenings that first-person

narrators with certain biases recount.  This point of view combined with

Smith's colorfinl first-person narrators is an exciting and complex

narrative technique.



Chapter 2:  The Use of the First Person

Lee Smith returns to the first person in Oral Historv, Familv Linen,

Fair and Tender Ladies, and The Devil's Dream.  These first-person

narrators do not have the same confessional feel as the voices of Susan

Tobey and Brooke REncaid from her first two novels.  These voices are, for

the most part, those of minor characters who tell the stories of the central

characters.  They have the oral quality of habitual storytellers.  Some

narrators' words are respected for their wisdom, while others are doubted

for their unreliability.  The modem voice that often concludes the first-

person narratives is a voice that has evolved from the old storytelling

tradition into a style with some positive and negative qualities.  In any

case, each teller has her own tale to tell.  Smith discusses her interest in

storytelling in an interview with Dorothy Combs Hill:

The story-no matter what it is-is finally the storyteller's

story.  Particularly in families . . . I would interview four or

five members of the same family about the same event, at

which all had been present.  They would tell me four or five

completely, radically different stories, and I was just

fascinated by this.  I began to think that I really did want to

write a novel about that, about how you can never finally

know the truth, if it exists at all. (18)

Smith recognizes that no matter how hard anyone tries to get at the truth

of any situation, the truth can never be captured.  For instance, in

22
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Edwin T. Arnold's interview with Smith, she responds to the statement

that the information Jennifer, from Oral Historv, gets for her oral history

class is not even close to the truth of the situation in Hoot Owl Holler:
"You've got to try to record it, but as soon as you write it down, the

vitality is gone . . . this is what I mean about the central mystery of the

past" (246).  Rosalind Reilly in "Oral Historv:  The Enchanted Circle of

Narrative and Dream" also talks about how the true history can never be

kknown about Pricey Jane and the origin of her gold hoop earrings.  In

Oral Historv and Familv Linen there are always missing pieces to the

central mystery.  In Oral Historv there is Red Emmy, and in Family

Lins± there is the identity of Jewell Rife's killer.  On a smaller scale, Fair

and Tender Ladies never fully explains Ivy's dream-like episode with

Honey Breeding, and The Devil's Dream never accounts for the origins of

Tampa Rainette or why she is so central to the conclusion when she tells

the story "about the fiddling woman and the preacherman" (309) without

recognizing its relation to the Bailey family.  None of these books really

tries to find the truth of each family.  Instead, Smith uses fictional first-

person voices with personal agendas to tell varying and overlapping

versions of family stories.  She said in an interview in the Charlotte

Observer that she tries "to catch accurately one person's story rather

than the truth of the whole" (2F).  When all of the different points of view

are combined, "the story takes on all kinds of dimensions that it doesn't

have if you restrict it to one" (Arnold interview 252).  The story is much

richer as a result of very animated and strong first-person accounts

because "the storyteller will always tell it in a way that suits them for one

reason or another" (RIngle interview).  And discovering that reason in the

narratives is an exciting benefit of her narrative technique.
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In her latest four books, Smith has mastered the third-person point

of view and shifts easily to the first-person voices that control most of the

naITatives.  In "The Voice behind the Story" she says that the first-person

reliable narrator "can be severely limiting" (95).  She, instead, uses

first-person unreliable narrators who tell stories about other characters.

Smith says that this narrative strategy "is a tricky point of view in one

respect because, at the end, the inevitable question comes up:  exactly

why has this narrator told us this story?  What does it mean to the

narrator?" (95).  The numerous narratives and their fully developed and

often opinionated perspectives intensify the levels of interpretation of the

story.  The reader is encouraged to weigh the reliability of each naITator

based on telling details in the narratives; after all, Smith's narratives

often tell more about the teller than about the story.  Harriette Buchanan

explains Smith's craft best:

Smith's conscious variation in narrative voice and tone

not only underscores her vision of the ultimate complexity

and unknowableness, the mystery, of human life, but it also

forces us to read between the lines and look for answers to

the ambiguities present in the shifting focuses of her

narrative patterns. (344)

Smith creates complexity and liveliness with her first-person narratives

as well as with her intermingling of narrative techniques.

Each of her four later works includes a first-person narrator who

fits the image of a skilled storyteller sitting on the front porch rocking

and spinning yams.  These narrators are characters in the stories they

tell, and they always have a strong sense of independence.  They are

older people whose stories are based on direct observation and their
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accumulated knowledge of human life.  Their naITatives reveal

themselves as well as the story itself.  They are the keepers of the story-

telling tradition of the Southern mountains.  They answer questions with

anecdotes, they are assertive and cantankerous, and they are respected

for their age and wisdom.  Their language is a lyrical, rhythmic, and

genuine mountain dialect, and they communicate stories with a strong
hint of legend and myth.  The reader knows these incidental characters

better than the central ones because these narrators give personality,

bias, energy, and an oral quality to their stories.

The first of these extraordinary storytellers is Granny Younger from

Oral Historv.  Granny exhibits all of the qualities mentioned above, but

her first-person narrative particularly exemplifies the nineteenth-century

Appalachian dialect and the perpetuation of mythological aspects of the

novel.  In a 1985 interview with Jean Ross and Katherine Keams, Smith

reveals her process of creating the narrative strategy of first-person

storytellers in Oral Historv:

I started out using a standard third-person narration, and

every time one of my characters spoke up, it sounded like a

voice from [television's] "Hee Haw."  The straight narrative

voice made it seem as if the writer were condescending to

the characters.  So I scrapped the first hundred pages

altogether and began again, letting them tell their own

stories. (346)

Her first chapter of her second attempt succeeded with Granny Younger.

Granny's wonderfully descriptive opening pulls the reader in and her

clever disclaimer holds the reader's attention:  "The way I tell a story'is

the way I want to, and iffen you mislike it, you don't have to hear" (28).
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Like the Miller in the introduction to his story in The Canterburv Tales,

Granny knows how to hold her audience.  "And therfore, whoso list it

nought yheere/Turn over the leef, and chese another tale" (Chaucer 67).

Granny and the hfiller are clever in that they consciously use their

flippant attitudes to pull the reader in.  Granny is a master of the art of

storytelling.

In Granny's speech, Smith has given the reader a taste of

nineteenth-century Appalachian mountain dialect.  Sprinkled heavily

throughout Granny's narrative are variants from standard English that

are typical of the mountain dialect of her time.  She says "oncet" and
"twicet," she replaces "ow" with "er," as in "yeller" and "feller;" she adds

"ed" on past tense verbs without exception, as in "knowed" and "seed;"

and she uses "them" for tthose."  Granny Younger's speech is also filled

with double negatives, "ain't nobody ever heard" (55), and peculiar

phrases and words such as like to got," "a-laying," and "iffen."  In "Lee

Smith:  The Storyteller's Voice," Harriette Buchanan says that these

variants do not disturb the modem reader to excess, as "authentic

rhythms, speech patterns, and expressions are recorded [and] peculiar

vocalizations for vowel and consonant sounds are ignored" (335).

Buchanan goes on to point out that Slnith does not write

in the literal dialect that an ethnologist would record, with

numerous apostrophes indicating dropped and elided

syllables, but in a lyric prose that captures an authentic

flavor of the speech of the people who live in the mountains

around Hoot Owl Holler.  (335)

The reader, therefore, is not put off by confusing symbols that represent

Granny's speech but is charmed by the oral and 1)ric quality of
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understandable speech patterns.  In later narratives, there are slight

modifications in dialect.  Little Luther still uses words such as "throwed"

and "kilt," but his language is less colorful than that of Granny Younger,

and Sally's realistic, banal, first-person narrative has lost almost all

traces of the poetic.  Granny's language not only provides a beginning

point to measure the standardization of language through time, but also
it contrasts intensely with Jennifer's contrived language in her journal

and Richard Burlage's pretentious, romantic prose.

Smith also uses the first-person narrative style of Granny Younger

to instill a sense of the legend or myth in the Cantrell family story.

Granny's narrative describing Almarine and his two great loves is

wrapped in the uncertain mist of the unknown past and colored by her

own superstitious imagination.  She describes Almarine as a young

mythical god with pale gold hair and big blue eyes who is as strong as an

ox.  He spends most of his time outdoors and has a peculiar affinity with

nature.  He screams with the panthers, teaches a crow to talk, and

ventures to the tops of the mountains where few men will go.  His

meeting with Red Emmy and their short life together are described as a

dream or a myth, and Red Emmy herself is thought to be a witch.  When

Almarine drives Emmy away, a curse falls upon the Cantrell family.

Subsequently, Almarine enjoys a great spiritual love with Pricey Jane,

until the "curse" kills her.  G.ranny Younger explains natural events in

supernatural terms, a typical component of the myth.  Another common

theme of the myth, according to Holman and Harmon's A Handbook to

Literature, is "to chronicle the adventures of cultural heroes" (306).

Granny's narrative certainly employs this element of the myth; she turns

Almarine's story into a legend.

11111an  Leonard  fry
rmlaahtan  Coltootl6D
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Ivy Rowe of Fair and Tender Ladies is another first-person

storyteller whose narrative serves well to study Smith's play with

mountain dialect and legend.  Ivy's speech has many of the same

idiosyncrasies as Granny Younger.  Her story is told completely in her

own voice in the format of letters.  In her youth she commonly spells

words the way they sound to her, such as "forren" for "foreign," "culd" for
"could," and "remane" for "remain."  As she matures and becomes more

educated, her grammar improves, and as she grows into a "Granny"

figure, her writing reverts to include some of the characteristics of its

earlier state.  When she is an old woman she becomes the teller of stories

that Gaynelle and Virgie Cline were to her.  In a letter to her

granddaughter, Maureen, she tells the story of the chunk of meat:  "Now
here is a story that Revel used to tell when we were girls, it never failed

to scare the pee right out of us . . ." (310).  Although Ivy's narratives tell

her own story, this and other letters show that she is carrying on the

storytelling tradition.  Ivy seems to pick up the tradition where Granny

Yoqulger left off and carry it well into the twentieth century.

Two other characters serve as skilled storytellers in Smith's work,

Old Man Ira Keen from The Devil's Dream and Nettle from Family

LiErm.  Both of them have very strong personalities that shine through in

their narratives.  Nettle is an independent woman who lived against

convention both in her youth and in her age.  She was a tom-boy,

preferring to run around the countryside drinking and playing cards with
the men rather than sit at home sewing or going to prayer meetings.  She
"has left one man and buried two" (224), and runs a gas station in Booker

Creek.  After her sister Elizabeth's flowery Victorian prose journal,

Nettie's frank explanation of the events of the past is welcome:
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What do I think? Lord.  You're asking me?  Well, a lot has

happened .... Life goes by so fast, just like a dream.  But 1'11

tell you about Elizabeth if you want to know.  Elizabeth, and

I hate to say it, was a pure-tee fool.  Now I don't mean a fool

in the sense of dumb.  But learning and knowing are two

different things.  Elizabeth learned aplenty, but she never

knew much. (224)

Nettie settles in to tell her first-person narrative in much the same

manner as Granny Younger and Ivy, with her voice ringing true.

Old Man Ira Keen displays some of the same traits as Nettie in his

narrative about Kate Malone and Moses Bailey.  He is being interviewed

and shows his cantankerous nature in his replies:  "That the one you

mean?  Speak up.  Well, that thar's `The Preacher's Son,' and 1'11 play it

plumb through fer you by and by, but first 1'11 tell ye how come I was to

write it in the first place . . ." (17).  Typical of these first-person narrators,

Ira Keen has a story to tell about everything.  Snrith says in an interview

with Dorothy Combs Hill that:

in the South people are born into and grow up on narrative,

on anecdotes.  If somebody asks somebody a question,

theyll answer it with a little story.  They'll say, "Let me tell

you a story about that!"  That's the way they relate
information. ( 17)

Also typically, a storyteller often interrupts the flow of the story he is

telling to assert his own presence in the story:  "I believe I will take a

leetle more of that there.  Jest a drop, iffen ye don't mind.-What'd I do?

Well,1'11 tell ye" (32).  With Ira Keen's narrative at the start of her

newest book, Smith has brought the storyteller's voice even more to the
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front.  Keen's narrative voice is more obtrusive than any before it.

Because of this, his chapter gives a sense of reality to The Devil's Dream,

a sense that Keen is actually being interviewed as the reader and other

curious souls are sitting on his front porch.

Granny Younger, Ivy Rowe, Nettie, and Ira Keen are all biased

tellers to a point.  Ivy, of course, is telling her own story, Nettie and

Elizabeth never got along, Ira Keen was in love with Kate Malone, and

Granny Younger, as a healer, tends to look to the mystical and the

supernatural for explanations of life.  Each narrator has a motive in the

telling of each tale, but certain other narrators seem to express their

motives more strongly in their tales.  Their tone is often resentful and

their purpose is to justify their own lives to the listener.  Rose Hibbitts

and Ora Mae in Oral Historv and Zinnia Hulett in The Devil's Dream

exhibit this kind of first-person narrative.

Rose Hibbitts moves in with Almarine to take care of the household

after Pricey Jane's death.  Her narrative is an emotional account of her

stay with Almarine and the arrival of vashti and Ora Mae.  Her mother

Rhoda hoped that she could get Rose married by forcing her on Almarine.

The only problem is that Rose is not at all attractive, which fosters her

already low self-esteem.  Rose tells that she protested staying with

Almarine, but her mother insisted on it, calling it her Christian duty.

The fact that Rose barely protests and that she has always desperately

wanted to be attractive to someone suggests that Rose did not really mind

staying with Almarine.  She is hopeful one night when she thinks she

hears him speak and she calls out his name:

I don't know what I would of said if he had answered, or

what I would have done .... My heart was a-beating,
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beating to beat the band, while he slept away there so

sound.  It was like all the blood rushed up to my head then,

and made me cry, but still he slept on. (76)

She also bursts into tears when Almarine does not respond to her

presence in a positive way.  In truth, all he says is "I know who you are"

and "No she ain't [my wife]" (79-80), giving her no acceptable reason to be

upset or think he is hatefiul.  When Vashti takes over the Cantrell

household, the sensitive, crying Rose runs home in the rain after refusing

Almarine's offer of a mule to ride and payment for her trouble.  Rose, who

has "wet [her] face in the first spring rain" (78) to try to make herself

beautiful, tries to justify her life in her story.  She makes Almarine seem

hateful when he is only grief-stricken, and she tells her mother that

Almarine asked her to marry him, but that she left because the house is

haunted, not because Vashti took over.  She sees herself as a wronged

woman and is rather resentful of everyone because she is ugly and weepy

and will never find love; she is responsible for perpetuating the ngrfh of

hauntings and curses to justify her leaving.  She clearly wants to tell her

side of the story for self-vindication, and in her honesty, she evokes pity

in the reader.

Ora Mae does not say anything to evoke pity for herself in her

narrative.  She wants to say that she could have had love if she had not

felt the pull of duty to take care of the Cantrells.  "I had my hands full of

Cantrells" (215); she thinks that they cannot do without her.  Dory says

to Ora Mae, "You could've married Parrot and don't say you couldn't've,

you know it's true, Ora Mae .... Why didn't you?" (216)  Ora Mae gets a

bit mad at people for recognizing the truth of her possibilities, as is

evident in her speech:  "People like Parrot and Dory don't know a thing.
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Wky 7lo£? they say, instead of Wky? They don't understand that there is

some people in the world that can't just go around doing whatever the

hell they want to" (216-217).  Her tone of voice is resentful of people's

interference and resentful that she cannot leave the mountains.  But only

Ora Mae is keeping herself from leaving.  She remembers that the day

she and her mother walked up to the Cantrell household she knew she
``was there to stay.  I knowed I would never leave, and I won't, Ill be right

here to the end of my days in Hoot Owl Holler.  I know what I know but I

wisht I didn't, I've got the gift you don't never want to have" (213).  She

attributes her bad luck to this unwelcome "gift," and she resents any

reasonable altemative.  Her meanness is clear when she cuts off any

possibility of love.  She declares that she does not care about love in two

instances:

If I hadn't of been like I am, Parrot never would of loved me,

and if I hadn't of been like I am, he never would ofleft me

neither.  And I don't know to this day which one was

worse-the loving or the leaving-and I don't care. (212)

I laid there just as still while he did it, and every kiss

burned like fire on my skin, I can feel them kisses yet if I've

got a mind to.

Which I don't.  I've got my hands full of cantrel]s who

can't do a thing without me. (221)

Ora Mae denies any chance she has for love and escape in her life, and

she denies her ctft.  Herjustification is her duty to the Cantrells and her

tone is full of resentment.  She tells her tale to show that she, too, could

have had love.
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Zinnia Hulett from The Devil's Dream is another first-person

narrator with a bias.  She is Nonnie Hulett Bailey's older sister, who, like

Rose, is unattractive.  From the very opening of her narrative the

resentment she holds for her sister is obvious:

I never did know what ailed Nonnie .... But she had ever

chance for happiness, ever chance in the world, mind you,

which it is not given to all of us to have, and stomped ever

one of them chances down in the dirt like a bug.  It seemed

that Nonnie was bent on destruction, from the womb.

Why, the very first thing she ever done was kill Mamma!

(48)

Zinnia hated Nonnie before she was even born because baby Nonnie

made her mother tired and sick all of the time.  She took her mother's

death very hard and blamed the new baby.  Although Zinnia took care of

the household and raised Nonnie, she is displeased at the lack of

attention and appreciation for her devotion.  She paints a very negative

picture of her sister, recognizing that Nonnie is her father's favorite:

I say hateful.  And she was hateful, but she had everybody

fooled but me.  She had them all eating right out of her

hand, by acting so sweet, I know acting when I see it ....

Nonnie was the silliest, mooniest child you ever saw, not one

grain of sense in her head! . . . And was lazy to boot! . . .

[Daddy] favored Nonnie because she was the spitting image

of Mamma.  (52-53)

Zinnia tells a very obviously biased tale about her sister because she is

jealous of her father's treatment of Nonnie.  She does not hide her

disapproval of Nonnie, perhaps because Nonnie did turn out to be a
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disappointment to her family.  Her narrative tells the reader a little

about Nonnie's character, but much more about Zinnia and her feelings.

Like Ora Mae and Rose, she considers it her duty and her choice to take

care of her fandly and is proud to tell her side of the story.  Her tone is

one of dignity and, at times, bitterness, which alone suggests that the

way her life turns out is not exactly the way she would have liked.

Every storyteller has a reason for telling a story the way he or she

tells it, but Rose, Ora Mae, and Zinnia tell their accounts with emotion

(which is odd for Ora Mae) and bitterness.  Through these characters

Smith "makes it obvious that [the reader] must know the teller of

tales . . . in order to understand the tale-telling" (Suzanne Jones 106).

The overlapping testimonies that Lee Smith gives the reader involving

first- and third-person narratives adds an incredible richness and depth

to her works.  Again, they show that there is never one truth, only

different perspectives from which the reader can see characters' concerns

through their language.

Another important type of first-person narrator for Smith is the

modem voice.  This personality still holds many of the positive qualities

of the traditional storyteller's voice, such as some vestiges of authentic,

lyric language, but it also shows the loss of poetry in modem mountain

language.  Sally from Oral Historv and Katie from The Devil's Dream

exude this loud, aggressive modem first-person voice.  The characteristics

that Sally and Katie share with narrators such as Granny Younger, Ira

Keen, Nettle, and Ivy are their common-sense, serf-assured, assertive

qualities.  The modem first-person narrator's tone is honest, relaxed,

good-humored, and nurturing, and it eases the reader into the present.
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Both characters give the final first-person narratives in their

stories.  Sally's story begins, "There's two things I like to do better than

anything else in this world, even at my age-and one of them is talk.  You

all can guess what the other one is" (237).  Katie's entire section is

entitled "Katie Cocker Tells It Like It Is."  From these openings it is clear

that both narrators will tell their stories openly and honestly, with a light

sense of humor.  Sally goes on to describe unabashedly her sordid past:  "I

forgot to say I ran off to Florida with a disc jockey .... I won't even tell

[his] name because he didn't last long, and neither did any of the others"

(264-265).  Sally soon marries a man whom she calls "old Ding-a-ling,"

divorces him, then marries again.  Katie Cocker "tells it like it is" about

her past.  She becomes pregnant at seventeen, gets married, then

divorced.  She gets involved with several other men, one being Wayne

Ricketts, a shady type of character.  She finally, like Sally, ends up with

someone she truly loves, Ralph Handy.  Throughout their stories, Sally

and Katie are frank about their lives but never apologetic; they are sure

of themselves and never let anyone cause them to feel guilt.

This modern voice is based on experience, feelings, sexuality, and

frankness.  Corinne Dale calls Sally's voice "the most positive voice in the

novel" (33).  However, in her dissertation, Dorothy Combs Hill calls

Sally's narrative style comedic, vulgar, and "low-rent" (181) and

declares that "one of her functions in the novel is to show what a falling

off was there" (182).  Sally's and Katie's voices are realistic to late

twentieth-century ears.  Despite Sally's quaint use of phrases such as "of

an evening" (242), other phrases such as "wish to hell" (265) and "fuck

your eyes out" (238) counter any of the poetic that is in her speech.  Katie

uses old sayings to color her narrative, such as "I felt like a dishrag,
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wrung out and hung up to dry" (249) and "Ye can't charm a snake if it

don't want to be charmed" (249), but her abrupt and often shocking

confessions overshadow some of the nicer descriptions.  When her mother

wams her about the outside world, that "it's mean people out there, it's

not like here," Katie responds in her mind, "IVo£ Zrfee here zuhere yoztr oLun

husband ran around the county drinking urittl he died of it and beat you

up u)h,eneuer he fielt like it,1 didrlt say.  It's so damn ni,ce here, I didr]t

say" (214).  Both Katie and Sally have been exposed to rough situations

and have lived hard lives, and their narrative voices reflect this.  In her

book, Lee Smith, Dorothy Combs Hill says that Smith wrote Oral Historv

in part to chronicle

the loss of the native dialect of an oral culture of great

antiquity-fully nuanced, rhythmic and poetic, a language of

the heart-to contact with trendy and banal American

mainstream speech, through radio and television and other

kinds of exposure. (52)

With the modem first-person storyteller, then, Smith hopes to show

how the storytelling language has changed from Granny Younger to Sally

and from Old Man Ira Keen to Katie Cocker.  Their outspoken voices, the

amiable tone, and some of the old sayings they all share, but for the most

part, the language has become more blunt and less poetic, and the stories

are much more immediate and realistic, not distant and mystic.

Although many of the characteristics of the first-person narrators

are shared by all of them, the modem voice, the biased teller, and the old

storyteller are all clear types of first-person narrators that Lee Smith

uses in her experiment with point of view.  The storyteller's language,

tone, and emphasis on mythic qualities in legend are found in some of
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Smith's most memorable characters.  The biased tellers are not central

characters, but their exposure to the reader through their stories makes

these characters essential to the novels.  The modern voice is a measure

of how far and in what direction the storytelling tradition has come.

Many of these naITators have similar characteristics, especially the love

of telling a good story.  Smith's mixing of first-person and third-person

narratives provides dynamic possibilities of interpretation in her novels.



Chapter 3:  The Use of the Written Narrative

It is ironic that Lee Smith is actually z#ri.£jr}g spoken narratives.

She makes the oral sections of her books sound as if they are actually

being heard, not read.  Jennifer Hubbard has studied how Smith makes

her written words sound like speech.  She points out methods that Smith

uses to accomplish this feat, such as lack of punctuation, fragments, run-

ons, parenthetical expressions, onomatopoeia, gaze reference, inner

dialogue, rhythms, and vocabulary.  In "The World of Lee Smith" Anne

Goodwyn Jones discusses how oral language overrides written language

in Oral Historv.  Although Smith's forte is recording oral language in

her works, she includes her characters' written language as well, usually

in the form ofjoumals and letters.  In an interview with Jennifer

Hubbard, Smith discusses the difference between forms of written

expression:

There is a huge difference between first-person spoken,

something when you're writing it as if people were speaking

like in Oral Historv or different sections of Familv Linen.

And the first-person written expression, again, which is

determined langely by audience-who are you writing to,

who are you writing for?  And if it's a journal, well, then, it's

the most unbuttoned, privileged sort of written first-person

expression of all, because you're just sa}ring whatever you

have on your mind.  But if it's a letter, you always present

38
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yourself in a certain way, depending upon who the letter is

going to. (66)

Smith's first use of the unbuttoned, privileged written first person

is in Black Mountain Breakdown with Emma Field's journal.  John D.

KKalb,in"I'heSecond`Rape'ofCrystalSpangler,"saysthat"each

[excerpt] indicates a past of sweet innocence and raw unsophistication"

(27).  Crystal and the reader get a short glimpse into the young life of a

distant relative, but this glimpse does not really accomplish anything in

the novel.  The excerpts from this journal are from Lee Smith's great-

aunt's diary.  In an interview with Edwin T. Amold, Smith discusses her

early use of the journal entries in this story:

ARNOLD:  They are kind of ambiguous in the story.  When I

was reading them, I didn't know what to do with them.

SMITH:  I didn't either.

ARNOLD:  How did you choose which ones to put in and

which ones not to?

SMITII:  I just put in the ones I really liked.  I just put in

the ones that seemed to me to be clearly a little girl in a

specific time and place, clearly somebody who had a grasp on

what her life was at the time, which was what Crystal didn't

have a grasp on.  But I don't know.  I just put in the things I

liked the best, that I thought were kind of strange and

intriguing. (245)

It seems that Lee Smith did not use the journal entries in Blag!E

Mountain Breakdown with any clear, strong purpose in mind.  However,

she used journals much more deliberately in her following works,

although the style of narration in these journals is far from unbuttoned.
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The written narratives, as opposed to the oral narratives in

Slnith's work, are more consciously concerned with audience.  With oral

language the speakers' personalities emerge clearly because they are

more concerned with what they are saying than how they are saying it.

The writers ofjoumals and letters are more conscious of how their

thoughts are expressed.  In the journals in Smith's books, the writers'

language is always contrived.  Jennifer's notebook from Oral Historv is a

prime example of incredibly false language:  "The picturesque old
homeplace sits so high on the hill that it leaves one with the aftertaste of

judgment in his or her mouth" (6).  Her use of metaphor and her

awareness of non-discriminating diction show this sentence to be

carefully and thoughtfully wrought.  Jennifer's language has often been

labeled "fr6shman diction" because it is overtly crafted and false.  Her

speech and her writing characterize Jennifer as an outsider to Hoot Owl

Holler and provide a -striking contrast to the natural and lively voices of

narrators such as Granny Younger and Sally.

Jennifer's biological grandfather, Richard Burlage, also writes a

journal.  His very introspective account of his stay in the mountains is
found in the chapter entitled "Richard Burlage:  His Journal, Fall 1923."

He, too, provides great contrast with the native mountain speakers.

Richard is representative of the literate culture of Richmond, so his

journal, like those in Black Mountain Breakdown and Familv Linen, is

written in what Dorothy Combs Hill calls Theightened Victorian rhetoric"

(Diss.   208):

After so strange a journey as I have completed, I find it

difficult to marshall my confused impressions into any form

which even approximates coherence .... I intend for this
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journal to be a valid record of what I regard as essentially a

pilgrimage .... I make this pilgrimage fully aware of the
august company I hereby join:  all those pilgrims of yore who

have sought, through their travels, a system of belief--who

have, at the final destination, found also themselves.  I seek

no less. (93)

Like his granddaughter, Richard writes in a very contrived, artful style,

which Frank Soos has accurately described:  "Burlage's style lands him

somewhere between the hyperventilated prose of one of Poe's demented

madmen and a sentimental commencement speaker:  pilgrimages into

days of yore" (21).  His language is romantic in that he explores

philosophical ideas and it is pretentious in that he exudes self-
importance.  Suzanne Jones discusses the contrast his language provides

in Oral Histor¥:  "his analytical prose, littered with abstractions and

literary allusions, provides a striking contrast to the expressive and

colorfully distinctive mountain voices that precede his in the narrative"

(107).  His and Jennifer's language is alienating in Hoot Owl Holler.

Dorothy Combs Hill goes so far as to say, "IIere is the showdown between

Richmond and the mountains, between writing and the spoken word"

(Diss.  55).  Jenrifer Huhbard has an interesting take on the clash of the

two different types of languages:

To tie together Granny's oral language and Burlage's

written language, Smith uses Jink Cantrell, another Hoot

Owl IIoller native.  By serving as the link, Jink allows

readers to observe the difference in the effects of these two

types of language. (47-48)
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Jink Cantrell seems to be the battleground of this showdown.  Although

his narrative is not written, his struggle between his longing for the

knowledge of Richard's world and the grip of his own world is evident in

his struggle with his own diction:  "First I got up in that sycamore where

I like to get but then I knowed-knew-they could see me up in it when

they started coming in for the hog-killing, they could of seen me for a

country mile" (189).  Poor Jink is trying to change his speech patterns

and improve his grammar, but he gives in to the pull of his own world in

his rite of passage episode with the hog-gutting.  Since his account is oral,

not written, his section of the book is very rich.

As well as providing a language contrast in Oral Historv, both of

Richard Burlage's journals show an excellent picture of econolnic change

during the industrialization of the southwestern Virginia and West

Virginia mountains of the early twentieth century.  Richard even uses the

thinly veiled guise of photographing the effects of the Great Depression

on the Hoot Owl Holler area for an excuse to see Dory.  He discusses his

second visit to the area in "RIchard Burlage Discourses Upon the

Circumstances Concerning His Collection of Appalachian Photographs, c.

1934." In the final section of the book the narrator relates that "old

Richard Burlage will write his memoirs and they will be published, to

universal if somewhat limited acclaim, by LSU Press" (291).  Even Aldous

Rife collects notes on the inhabitants of the area in hopes one day to put

together a book on the history of the families in and around Black Rock,

Virginia.

Despite the startling lyric beauty of the oral narratives, written

language is a very important aspect of Oral Historv; Richard Burlage's

joumal is much longer than any other narrator's chapter.  Yet, Jennifer
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Hubbard points out that Smith continues aspects of the oral in Burlage's

joumal with parenthetical expressions and fragments so the book does
not lose sight of its oral quality.  When Richard is overcome by his

passion for Dory, he ignores basic grammatical rules such as punctuation.
Even though Richard seems pretentious, his feelings for Dory are sincere,

and his intentions for coming to the mountains in the first place are

genuine.  He goes on a spiritual quest to find a system of belief and to
find himself.  So, despite the tendency of his language to alienate the

reader, it also offers a particular closeness to Richard.  He is earnest,

imaginative, articulate, and passionate.  In his serf-conscious writing, he

is communicating aspects of himself as do many of the oral narratives.

Lee Smith's next novel, Familv Linen, also contains a journal.

Lacy, the sibling who perhaps feels closest to her mother, finds Miss

Elizabeth's journal titled "Days of Light and Darkness:-Memoirs by

Elizabeth Bird, 1928."  Miss Elizabeth uses ornate Victorian rhetoric

similar to Richard Burlage's language, except that it is perhaps more

flowery and feminine and filled to excess with metaphor:

I approach the Past as a young maiden, bearing a candle,

might approach a deserted mansion deep within the

Enchanted woods.  The path I take is overgrown with briars.

The dangling limbs of blackened trees, the thriving thistly

tangle of underbrush, the slick, wet, slimy stones conspire to

thwart me.  Above, the Moon herself is but dimly visible, and

that at intermittent intervals through the limbs of the Trees

which reach like ancient fingers toward the gray, lowracing

clouds.  The wind, surprisingly, is warm.  It carries the

sickly sweet scent of decaying flowers, it whips my frail Skirt
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to and fro, wrapping it about my legs as if to impede my

Quest.  This wind is my anxiety manifest.  I shield the
candle with my trembling hand, and if I reach the mansion,

will its paltry light be sufficient to illuminate That which

lies therein? (168)

This opening passage overflows with romantic description of an imagined

nature.  The metaphor of the remembering of the past as a journey

through dark woods to an old mansion is carried so far as to become a

conceit in the style, if not the mastery, of Donne.  Her language, with its

alliteration and capitalization of significant words, is consciously poetic,

and her imagination is strong, yet clearly influenced by her reading of

Byron, Shelley, Keats, Dickens, Tennyson, and Shakespeare. (183)  She

even ends her joumal with a short poem by Whittier.  Miss Elizabeth's

language from 1928 contrasts strongly with the modern language of the

omniscient narrator of the present, but her language also contrasts with

her sister Nettie's genuine mountain language.  From her language and

from her conduct throughout her history, it is evident that Elizabeth tries

to separate herself from certain aspects of society.  Her distance from her

own children and their problems makes it obvious.  Lacy reflects on her

mother's "dreamy distance from the world" and her "regal austerity"

(166):

As soon as he can, Daddy escapes out the back where he

smokes Camels-she won't let him smoke in the house-and

takes a nip or two of bourbon.  This is the time when the

children come to him, one by one, with problems, while

Mother sleeps, fully dressed and perfectly rigid, flat on her

back on the lacy white spread on this very bed. (165)
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From her children's memories and from her own contrived language, it is

evident that Miss Elizabeth distanced herself from the people around her.

Her language never breaks down as Richard Burlage's does in the height

of passion, but the way she writes does give the reader an opportunity to

see more deeply into her character.  A young Elizabeth sees her fianc6 off

on the train to medical school, of which she writes:

how I tripped along beside the puffing vehicle, blowing

kisses .... His parents, too, were there, his Mother kissed

me, and urged me to be Brave.  For we were to be Married in

a Year.

He wrote me lovely letters, one, two, three, and then they

ceased.  They ceased as abruptly as if they had never been, I

received no explanation.  Ah, how I wept!  How ill I fell, how

I neglected both Chores and Appearance, and walked the

misty mountain in my grief. (195)

Although rejected completely, Elizabeth is brave enough to recount the

pain of her experience of lost love with thorough detail and dignity.  Her

romantic language underscores her sensitive nature, and not until

Nettie's account of Elizabeth's following years does the reader leam how

Elizabeth became so stoic.  Through Miss Elizabeth's written language,

Smith allows the reader to see something of Elizabeth's misunderstood

character.

In her thesis, Dorothy Dodge Robbins says that storytelling and

letter writing

allow women to express themselves in forms which are

relatively free of social constraints.  Journals record

thoughts which would never be uttered in public.  Liberties
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are taken in storytelling which would never be taken in

polite conversation. (73)

Miss Elizabeth would probably never admit that she was so in love with

Ransom Mcclain in public, but her private journal gives her the chance

to admit the truth without repercussions.  Richard Burlage would

certainly never tell his sophisticated Richmond associates all that he

experienced in Hoot Owl Holler.  Both of these journals, however, are so

linguistically contrived that they may have been written with the thought

in mind that someone will read them someday.

The written expressions that are so consciously artful in QIal

History and Familv Linen are nowhere to be found in Fair and Tender

_L_adies.  In Ivy Rowe's letters, Lee Smith adeptly combines lyrical oral

and organized written language to hold on to the oral quality of her best

works.  Her language sounds like a good mixture of Granny Rowe and

Elizabeth Bird.  Granny's colloquialisms, non-formal grammar, and

independent mountain personality are there as well as Elizabeth's

romantic, sensitive nature.  In the first letter in Fair and Tender Ladies

Ivy tells a pen pal the story of how her parents met, fell in love, and

eloped, and what her mother saw when they reached Sugar Fork:

She seed the shining waters of Sugar Fork go leaping off

down the mountain into the laurel slick .... And she seed

the snowball bush in the yard and the rosybush here by the

porch all covered with pink-pink flowers.  It was June.  And

Momma looked up in the sky she said and she seed a hawk

gliding circles around and around without never flapping his
wings, agin that big blue sky.  She said that hawk made

three circles in the sky, and then Daddy turned to her real
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formal-like and cleared his throat and said Maude, it is what

I have to give you.  It is all I have.  But she knowed this, she

had knowed it all along.  It will do, John, is what she said.

Then she busted out laghing and my daddy picked her up

and carried her in the house .... (6)

Ivy habitually writes "seed" for ``saw" and "knowed" for "knew," she uses

double-negatives, and she misspells words, but her imagination is strong

when she describes the creek by her home and names the flowers by her

cabin, and she seems to love to tell a story.  Ivy's letters are not contrived

by any means; she combines the oral and the written without losing the

genuine feel of her own language.

The content and tone of stories change according to whom they are

directed.  In several instances Ivy tells the same story in two different

letters, but she tells it in different manners.  The reader learns much

about Ivy, the events in her life, her relationships with other people, her

attitudes toward other people, and their attitudes toward her from the

variations in the telling of the tales.  The difference between Ivy's first

letter to Hanneke and her second is astounding.  Ivy's first unsent letter

is beautiful and gives the reader a great deal of history and insight into

her family, but the second letter is short, curt, and disappointing.

Between the two is a letter to Ivy's teacher, Mrs. Brown:

I have wanted a Pen Friend always ever since I learned of

them and I do not understand what you mean that my letter

is too long and not approprite.  I did not know you wuld read

my letter ether.  So I have written another letter to Miss

Hanneke Van Veldt I will send it to you also by Victor, it is

very short. (13)
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Twelve-year-old Ivy is very honest and innocent in all of her letters, so

her indignant and confused attitude is clear.  It is also plain that Mrs.

Brown is concerned about what a pen pal will think of a poor little

mountain girl, or she would not have said that Ivy's letter is

inappropriate.  Often to understand Ivy's world the reader must read

between the lines.

When Ivy's sister Silvaney is sent to a psychiatric hospital, Ivy

begins to write her.  Eventually Silvaney dies, but Ivy keeps writing,

knowing she is dead but needing an outlet for her true feelings.  In a

letter to her sister Beulah, Ivy tells her the news from Majestic:  how

their brother and mother are doing, about a tent revival, and about the

chance for her to live in Boston with a missionary.  She gives the facts

and keeps her letter light, but when she writes the next letter to

Silvaney, all of her feelings rush out:

Oh Silvaney,

I am bursting with news but I can not tell it to a sole, I

have no one to talk to .... I have just written a letter to

Beulah, and every word I said was tine, but there is so much

I dare not say.  Oh Silvaney my love and my hart, I can talk

to you for you do not understand, I can write you this letter

too and tell you all the deep things, the things in my hart

.... And it is like you are part of me Silvaney, in some way.

So I can tell you things I would not tell another sole. (97)

Ivy then proceeds to write about ``the firey hand" (97) that she feels in her

stomach when she goes to the revival meeting and when she kisses

Lonnie Rash.  She recounts the incident when the missionary, Miss

Torrington, kissed her neck and Ivy ran out of her room in confusion.  She
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also describes her first time having sex with Lonnie Rash.  These are

personal things that Ivy cannot tell her sentient sister, but she can tell
Silvaney, because it is not really her sister she is writing to; she is

writing a diary to express her feelings.  After Ivy leams of silvaney'sm

death, she keeps writing these letters to express her deepest, most

private thoughts.  When Ivy returns to her home after her adventure
with Honey Breeding she first tries to write to her daughter:  "My dear

Joli, I do not know what you have heard about me by now, or what I can

say" (221).  This is as far as she can get before she stops writing.  Her

next letter revealing all that happened and all that she felt with Honey

Breeding is written to Silvaney.  Later in her life, Ivy reveals to her

daughter that "the letters didn't mean anything.  Not to the dead girl

Silvaney, of course-nor to mQ.  Nor had they ever.  It was the writing of

them, that signified" (314).  Writing very personal letters to her dead

sister became a way to deal with her feelings on the events in her life.

Ivy's letters to her sister Beulah are often guarded because she is

concerned with how Beulah will react.  When Beulah leams that Ivy is
"ruint," she thinks that Ivy should marry Lonnie:  "Do you think I am

ruint or merely compromised?  The only one on my side is Ethel who says

I ought not to mary Lonnie, he is too dumb!  So I will stick to my guns

agianst them all" (109).  When she writes to another sister, Ethel, she is

more assertive because Ethel is more like Ivy, independent and head-

strong.  Ivy writes to Ethel about Ethel's choice in men:

I want what you want for yourself, Ethel, you ought to know

that by now.  And I still remember that you did not ever tell

me to marry Lonnie Rash when everone else did!

You never know what somebody else wants, that's all I have
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to say, and if you want Stoney Branham then I am glad you

married him, even if he is 25 years older than you ....

And as for Beulah, dont you worry about Beulah, because

she will get over it. (141)

Ivy expresses her sense of independence, her loyalty to Ethel, and her

attitude toward Beulah, who is obviously upset about Ethel's decision to

marry a man twenty-five years her senior.  From Ivy's letters, the reader

conies to leam that Beulah is obsessed with appearances and is never

satisfied with her life or the lives of anyone else.

Letters are an economical way to tell the story of a person's life

without having to tell every detail.  Ivy's letters cover most of her life of

friendship, love, pain, death, and disappointment.  In many letters Ivy

shows her awareness of other people's pity for her:

Dear Molly,

Probly they will not give you this letter but I am

writting it anyway to say, I am a town girl now, so do not

pitty me if ever you are of a mind to do so.  I will be in a
fine school when fall term starts so I will know as much as

you. (87)

In letters such as this one to her childhood friend, Molly, Ivy's proud

nature emerges.  She writes letters with an angry tone of voice when she

considers herself wronged, and she writes short, polite letters when she

has no time.  Some of her letters are cut off abruptly when important

things happen while she is actually writing them, as in the letter to Miss

Torrington accepting her invitation to live in Boston.  This letter is

interrupted by a spell of morning sickness.  Ivy's letter to Silvaney about

her experience with Honey Breeding turns into a more structured stream-
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of-consciousness writing as if she were in a dream.  Ivy writes letters of

great grief and sadness, and as she grows old and becomes a

grandmother, her tone sounds more and more like the cantankerous,
opinionated voice of Granny Younger.  Her last letter before her death

loses all structure and grammar and becomes pure stream-of-

consciousness writing as images of the past appear in Ivy's mind.  Smith

has experimented so vastly with the medium of letter writing that she

seems to exhaust all of the possibilities.  She has taken one voice and

followed its growth through seventy-four years, and she has subtly

expressed that change between the lines of each letter.  The written word

takes on even more possibilities beyond those of the journal in a collection

of letters that span a lifetime.

Thus far, Lee Smith has written about people who experience love,

hate, joy, pain, laughter, and resentment in their lives with their

families.  These themes are universal, ancient themes that Smith has

made new through narrative style.  She has worked with straightforward

and more interesting first-person narrators, she has experimented with

third-person narrative techniques, and she has included wonderful

joumals in the midst of her novels to serve as studies of the written word
next to the spoken narrative.  Her eighth book, Fair and Tender Ladies,

serves as a communication of the oral narrative in the medium of

personal letters.  Through many of her works, Smith also shows an

interest in music and song as a way to express the old themes.  Her tenth

book, _T_b_e Devil's Dream, shows the culmination of a steady growth of

interest in song.  In this novel, Smith uses song as the principal and very

influential form of written expression.



Chapter 4:  The Use of song

Lee Smith has used the techniques of the special third-person

downstage narrator, many expressive first-person oral voices, and the

first-person narratives of personal journals and letters in her work to add

new life to themes of love, family, betrayal, and pain.  She also uses the

presence of song in her novels to add even more variety to her narratives.
Music is usually present in the strains of the guitar, banjo, fiddle, and,

always, the voice.  Throughout her later works, especially, song is used to

show the power of tradition, religion, and love.  It is also a means for

characters to express themselves, particularly in her latest book, TbQ

Devil's Dream.  In this story, song becomes another type of written

narrative in the form of lyrics included within the book itself.  By tracing

Smith's use of music through her novels, the reader can easily see the

culmination of her great interest in song in The Devil's Dream.

On one level, the title Black Mountain Breakdown refers to the
"Southern Appalachian breakdown . . . a tune played for a noisy dance, as

in `Pike County Breakdown" (Lehmann-Haupt 165).  Smith involves

music in the story of Crystal Spangler from the start.  At the opening of

the book, Crystal and Agnes are outside catching lightning bugs and

Crystal hears:

Jubal 'I'hacker's daddy picking his guitar on his back porch

beyond the Thacker's garden.  He's doing `Wildwood Flower,'

Crystal realizes as she goes up the steps, doing it slow, with

52
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the music floating out soft and a little bit sad in the green

June night across all the back yards.

I wi,l,l laugh, I wil,l sing, and ray heart u)i,ll be gay.  (&)

Already, Smith gives her story a person playing traditional tunes on the

front porch.  This figure will become familiar in stories to come.  Smith

also gives Crystal's father, Grant Spangler, some traits of the singer

when he reads poetry to his daughter:

Grant begins, his voice gaining strength as he goes on, until

it is rich and full again as it used to be back when people

said he ought to make a preacher ....  Now Grant is into it

fully, the cadenced rhythms, the rise and dip and fall of the

lines, and his voice drops nearly to a whisper and then

comes out strong and loud and resonant as he gestures

grandly with the book and waves it in the air, going mostly
from memory and rising to his fullest power .... (16)

This description of Grant's reading sounds more like singing, with the

ebb and flow of the volume and tone of his voice as he reads lyrical lines.

This type of dynamic voice is particularly suited to the preachers that are

in Smith's later novels.  Crystal is fascinated by her father's sound, as she

is with Mack Stiltner's songs.  She likes for Mack to play her tunes on his

guitar:  ``He does `Honeycomb.'  He does `I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry,'

real slow, as good as Hank Williams.  Mack's singing voice has got

something in it that Crystal can't identify" (100-101).  Mack has a band

and has real talent, but she does not like it when Mack sings a song he

wrote about her that expresses his feelings of Crystal's remoteness:

Angel face, angel hair,

Spread out on the pillow so fine,
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Soft and fair, angel hair,

I know she won't ever be mine.

Angel hair, she don't care, my darling angel hair.

I hang the house with angel hair,

Christmastime, turkey roast,

But angel hair is sharp as glass

You never can get even close. (100-101)

Mack's clever song is too painful for Crystal, but his musical ability

makes him the first of smith's characters to succeed as a country music

singer.

Besides traditional songs, musical voices, and popular country

music, religious music has a place in Black Mountain Breakdown.  When

Crystal goes to a revival, she is exposed to swelling organ music, The

Singing Triplets who sing "When the Saints Go Marching In" and
"Amazing Grace," and, perhaps most importantly, the compelling,

musical voice of Fred Lee Sampson.  This revival preacher has a

t.echnique much like that of Grant Spangler.  He begins in a quiet,

monotone voice, and slowly proceeds to take on a twang and tthe old

rhythmic cadence" (125):

Fred Lee's voice has been loud and rhythnric, but now he

drops it again, a monotone whisper into the microphone ....

Fred Lee's words crackle through the speaker directly above

Crystal's head.  She feels as if electricity is shooting straight

into her head and all down her body .... (126)

The dynamic voice of Fred Lee Sampson also takes on the characteristics

of singing.  This voice, as well as all of the music she has experienced,
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strongly influence Crystal to come forward and be saved at this revival.

The religious experience enhanced by song greatly affects Crystal and

other characters in Smith's later novels.

Oral Historv also involves music on a slightly wider scale.  As in

Black Mountain Breakdown, there is traditional song, religious song,

poetry, love songs, and a new element, the bawdy song.  Smith uses two

stanzas from the traditional song "Fair and Tender Ladies" as a epigraph

to the whole book:

Come all you fair and tender ladies

Be careful how you court young men.

They're like a star in a summer's morning,

First appear and then they're gone.

If I'd a-knowed afire I courted

That love, it was such a killin' crime,

I'd a-locked my heart in a box of golden

and tied it up with a silver line.

This song introduces and foreshadows the themes of love and pain in Qfal

Histor¥.  This song can apply to many of the women in this novel,

particularly Dory Cantrell after her abandonlnent by Richard Burlage.
Little Luther is the musical voice of tradition in this book.  From his

youth to his old age he is always ready with a song.  At the opening

section of the book, he is the representative and familiar figure of the old

man sitting on the front porch making music.  In his case, he is

strumming his dulcimer and singing `"I`he Cabbage-Head Son," "Fox on

the Run," "Mama, don't whup Little Buford," and the same "Wildwood

Flower" that Mr. Thacker played on his own porch in Black Mountain
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Breakdown (11-12).  Luther's son Al joins in the singing and A1's wife

Debra clogs to the music.  This scene is exactly what Jennifer had hoped

to experience while she was doing her folklore research, yet it is all very

normal and everyday for the Cantrells because the tradition of song is

one tradition that does manage to get passed down into the present.

Religious vocal music is also found in Oral Historv at the funeral

services for Pricey Jane, Eli, and Granny Younger.  The preacher's speech

turns from talking to chanting; and Little Luther's father, Luther Wade:

takes off his hat and starts singing then, and others join,

Rose and Louella Hibbitts' clear voices soaring away above

them toward the sky.  "Bright moming stars are rising,

bright morning stars are rising, day is breaking in my

soul ....  Oh where are our dear loved ones, oh where are

our dear loved ones, oh where are our dear loved ones, day is

breaking in my soul."  Luther's voice rings out deep and true

over the buryinghouse and the silky blowing grass .... Rose

and Louella sing rings in and out of his voice.  "They have

gone to heaven a-shoutin, they have gone to heaven a-

shoutin, they have gone to heaven a-shoutin, day is breaking

in my soul." Funny how two ugly girls can sing so sweet. (88)

The pure emotion from the sorrow of the funeral inspires great singing in

the moumers.  They know when to start singing, and the music of Luther

Wade and Rose and Louella Hibbitts is described as that of almost

heavenly voices.  Singing at funerals is a tradition that is upheld in Hoot

Owl Holler, and music and singing is a tradition that is strong in the

Wade family, which may foreshadow the musical Bailey family of Tbg

Devil's Dream.
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Little Luther follows Mack Stiltner's path by composing a song for

the girl he loves.  He is deeply in love with Dory Cantrell and is very

upset that she has been hurt by Richard Burlage.  His song is printed in

Oral History and paints a picture of Dory "a-pinin' for her city man"

(174).  He declares that he does not blame her for the mistake of loving

Richard Burlage, and he wants to comfort and malTy her.  Writing this

song has a purging effect for Little Luther Wade, as writing letters has

for Ivy Rowe.  He says that the song took him close to an hour to make

up:  "I knowed I wouldn't never sing it to nobody,least of all her, but

anyway I made it up and then I knowed what I was going to do and I felt

good, I tell you, I got to feeling like myself again" (175).  Although Little

Luther will never sing the song for Dory, the composition of the song

helps him express his feelings.

Little Luther is also capable of making up very coarse songs.  In

Jink Cantrell's narrative about hog-killing time, "Little Luther, who had

been scraping with us, put down his knife and wiped his hands and went

over and got his guitar.  `Rabbit up a gum stump, possum up a holler.

Fat gal down at Sudie's house, fat as she can waller" (199).  Luther's

verses only get more lewd as the day goes on:  "Little Luther went on

singing a whole bunch of stuff you don't hear him sing when the

womenfolks and girls is around" (199).  Luther's song, ``RIng-a-ding-a-doo"

is included in the text by Smith as Luther sings it.  This and other bawdy

songs serve as an element of Jink's rite of passage from boyhood to

adulthood.

Little Luther is the primary source of song in Oral Historv.  He

provides bawdy entertainment for men and boys, he composes a love song

for Dory for emotional release, his voice adds to the religious music
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inspired by Pricey Jane's fineral, and he performs old mountain tunes for

family and interested folklorists.  His songs are genuine expressions of

life, love, and sorrow.  Richard Burlage cannot express his love genuinely;

he resorts to cop)ring someone else's love poem.

Song in Oral Historv is used primarily for the expression of intense

emotion or for pure entertainment of the residents of Hoot Owl Holler.

Although song does not play an important role in Smith's sixth novel,

Family Linen, she employs song in Fair and Tender Ladies as she used it

in Oral Historv.  She opens her book with a poem entitled "Weep-Willow"

from a book with a familiar name, Wildwood Flower, by Kathryn

Stripling Byer.  The following epigraph emphasizes Smith's interest in

song:  "Oh Ivy, sing ivory, rosebud and thorn . . ." (1).  Two people in Ivy

Rowe's life become the keepers of traditional song.  The first is ivy's uncle

Revel.  In a letter to her teacher Ivy describes Revel's visit on Christmas

Day:

He has brung whisky to drink and his banjer to play, he

sings like a man on the radio.  Mrs. Brown, you have never

heerd such-like in all your life.  And Daddy is setting up now

and he axes for his guitar and Momma gets it but he cant do

nothing except just pluck at it a little bit, Momma lays it

there alongside of him on his pallet by the fire.  Uncle Revel

sings a bunch of funny songs.  (22)

Revel plays and sings traditional tunes such as "Bile Them Cabbage

Down," "Skip Turn Aloo," and "Saro Jane" (23).  When Ivy is old she

considers how her life has been spent and remembers one of Revel's

songs:  "I know I've been a sinner and wicked all my days, but when I'm

old and feeble, Ill think upon my ways" (259).  The words of this song
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help Ivy work through her feelings on the morality of her existence.  The

earlier songs are simple folk songs that are handed down in families

through the years and that are sung in a spirit of celebration.

Rush Gayheart, Ivy's neighbor while she lives at Diamond Fork, is

the second keeper of traditional tunes.  He is a figure reminiscent of

Jubal Thacker's father in Black Mountain Breakdown, sitting on his front

porch after a long day of mining and playing his fiddle:  ``Next door, Rush

Gayheart started fiddling The Devil's Dream.  He never says much, Rush,

just fiddles and frowns a lot" (151).  Rush's traditional mountain song

becomes the title of Lee Smith's next book, which centers around country

music.  Rush is an ironic figure in that his name implies a gay heart, but

he frowns and seems unhappy.  His songs bring back memories of Revel

and Ivy's father to Ivy and her sister Beulah.  He plays a song for Ivy

which, like Revel's song, makes her reflect on how she has lived her life.

Play Ivy's song, Violet said, and then he fiddled and Violet

Sang

Just go and leave me if you want to

Never let it cross your mind

If in your heart you love another

Please, little darlin, I don't mind ....

When I see your babe a-laughing

It makes me think of your sweet face

But when I see your babe a-crying

It makes me think of my disgrace. (159)

Ivy's baby Joli was conceived out of wedlock, so the second stanza has

particular relevance to Ivy's life.  Violet and Rush Gayheart are not
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criticizing Ivy with this song; they are simply teasing her.  After the song

is over, "Violet took a dive and started tickling me, and we rolled over and

over on the quilt laughing.  I do not feel too ruint when I am with Violet

and Rush who have been through everything" (159).  Through song Ivy is

able to feel comfort and acceptance, either with the Gayhearts or with her

fandy.

Religious song is also present in Fair and Tender Ladies.  When

Ivy's father is buried, there is song at his funeral:

After a wile we heerd the sweetest singing, this was

Tenessee who had got up ther at last.  She stood on the edge

of the woods and sang When I can read my title clear, to

mansions in the skys, I will bid farewell to every care, and
`   wipe my weep-ing eyes.  Been a long time traveling here

below, to lay this body down.  It was Garnies song wich he

used to sing at his preachings, when we wuld play Town.

(43)

Tennessee's sweet singing at the burial recalls the inspired singing at the

funeral in Oral Historv.  It is interesting that Ivy's brother Garnie, who

used to play at being a preacher, actually becomes a preacher whose voice

sounds something like the musical voices of Fred Lee Sampson from

Black Mountain Breakdown and Sam Russell Sage, who was Garnie's

mentor.  A scene very similar to the revival scene in Black Mountain

Breakdown. occurs and Ivy is so affected by the songs and by Sam Russell

Sage's voice that she almost goes up to be saved.  The music of the singers

and the music of the preacher's voice causes such an emotional surge in

the listener that song becomes an integral part of the religious revival.
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Thus far, Lee Smith has made song a rather important aspect of

folklore, family tradition,love stories, and religion in her novels.  She has

printed real songs from the Appalachian mountain regions in B±adE

Mountain Breakdown, Oral Historv, and Fair and Tender Ladie_a_, but not

to the extent as her latest book, The Devil's Dream.  Here, Smith makes

song the central focus of her story of the Baileys, a fictional famous

country music family.  As in previous books, Smith shows that song is an

integral part in all aspects of people's lives, especially in religion, love,

and entertainment.

The most obvious evidence of the influence of Smith's interest in

music on The Devil's Dream is the actual structure of the book.  She has

said that she meant for the book to be structured like an album:

I just meant for each section to be like somebody's song

where somebody was just kind of spitting out their essence,

so to speak.  I just think that each person has a song and I

meant for each person's song to fit chronologically into the

history of country music.  So, that was what I was generally

going by.  I just wanted each person to have a song, and in

many instances the actual song is there, begins the chapter.

(Spangler 76)

Therefore, each first-person and third-person narration, through the help

of the downstage narrator, is that narrator or focal character's own story

or song.  In a sense, "story" and "song" are interchangeable for Lee Smith.

In an interview with Nancy Parrish, Smith discusses how much she loves

country music, "especially the early music which seems to sound like a

story to me" (396).  Since a country music song sounds like a story to

Smith, then her stories are intended to sound like songs.  The song/story
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of the Bailey finiily, therefore, is the title of Katie Cocker's album, "Shall

We Gather at the River," in which all of the individual family members'

stories are told.  Each large section of the album begins with a song that

is the focal character's story.  Section I, this World Is Not My Home,"

begins with "The Preacher's Son," which is Ira Keen's musical rendering

of the story of Kate Malone and Moses Bailey, which he then tells to his

listeners.  Section 11, "Down By Grassy Branch," is the title of a song that

Katie wants to include on her album.  The opening song is "The Cuckoo,"

which is another family song that is recorded by The Grassy Branch Girls

in "Ihe Bristol Sessions" and is Katie Cocker's first solo on the air.  The

song "Flowers in the Meadow" opens up Section IV, which hints of Rose

Andie Bailey's story of her life with and without Johrmy Raines.  Section

IV, "Rockabilly:  Get Hot or Go Home," begins with "Five-Card Stud," one

of Johnny Rainette's hit country songs that reflects his type of music and

way of life.  Finally, Section V, "Katie Cocker Tells It Like It Is," is

introduced by a short tune that communicates the loneliness of Katie's

life.  Each opening title and song is very telling of the stories that follow.

Unlike in Black Mountain Breakdown, Oral Historv, and Fair and

Tender Ladies, religious song and entertaining and/or traditional songs

are not always separate in The Devil's Dream.  In an interview with

William Friday on the PBS television program "North Carolina People,"

Lee Smith discussed the conflict between fundamental religion and music

in the book:

I think those are two of the most important strains that

went to form this music .... That's why there's so much

conflict inherent, it's that strain of getting saved versus that

strain of raising hell.  It's like Saturday night versus Sunday
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moming and each one of those notions, each one of those

kinds of music is just as important in what we think of as

country music .... With a number of the very early groups,

they recorded under two names-same group, but one name

when they were playing regular music, party tunes,

whatever, and another when they were doing their gospel.

So, it's like a split mind, and I think the kind of split mind

that all human beings have, it just finds its expression so

perfectly in this music. (Friday interview)

This conflict is the main theme in this novel, that is, the struggle between
"singing your song," expressing yourself through music, and fundamental

religious beliefs.  Moses Bailey is so against fiddle playing that he goes

into a rage and beats his wife and children for simply enjoying

themselves playing music.  Moses denies in his wife and children a talent

that could have been used to praise God, but his religious beliefs are

strict and he thinks that "fiddle music was the voice of the Devil

laughing" (23).  His son Zeke grows up liking music and singing, but he

never touches a fiddle.  Zeke takes after his father in that he becomes a

very religious person.  Zeke's experience of being saved involves song as

well.  He is singing "Muskrat" one riotous night when God tells Zeke not

to sing it any longer and to sing a certain religious song instead.  Lee

Smith and William Friday discuss the tendency for these mountain

people to cling to religion so strongly:

FRIDAY:  The whole background of this is agrarian people

who lived off the scrub of the land, so to speak.  They

hunted, they fished-this was the existence back then . . .

and it was the background of a lot of the music and
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preaching that went on too, was it not?  AIl that suffering.
SMITH:  Absolutely.  You've got to believe in something if

you're going to get through all that suffering that comes
from . . . a hard scramble .... (Friday interview)

This reasoning may explain the rigidness of Moses and Zeke Bailey

toward the music that was so strongly ingrained into their families.  As

time passes, however, the line between Saturday night and Sunday

moming becomes blurred.

R.C. Bailey and his family begin to play music for money.  They put

together musical programs that are advertised as "Morally Good," and

play at square dances, parties, and house raisings.

They did not play at many dances, since R.C. was enough of

our father's son to be uncomfortable with dancing .... The

family never missed meeting at the Chicken Rise church, not

even when R.C. and Lucie had to drive most of the night to

get back for it.  (103)

R.C.'s sister Lizzie doubts that the group's programs are morally good,

but they are entertaining.  They perform traditional tunes such as
"Barbry AIlen," "The Cuckoo Song," "The Devil's Dream," "The Preacher's

Son," and "M.elungeon Man."  Later on, the Grassy Branch Girls record

some of the same songs as well as some religious tunes such as "Down in

the Valley" and "Shall We Gather at the River."  Mixtures of

entertainment and religious songs become common by the time Katie

Cocker plans the big family album.  When someone asks her if the title

means that the album will contain only religious songs, she quickly says

that there will be all sorts of songs on the album.  As a part of The Grassy

Branch Quartet she sang only religious tunes at revivals and other
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church meetings, but three of the four members grow up to record purely

secular songs.

Regardless of whether the songs in The Devil's Dream are religious

or not, many of them are traditional tunes that have been passed down

through the generations of the Bailey falnily.  Old Man Ira Keen's song
"The Preacher's Son" is not only his story of Kate and Moses Bailey, but it

is sung as a traditional tune by R.C.'s musical groups and it is told as a

folk tale by Mamma Tampa at the big Bailey family reunion.  "I'he Devil's

Dream," the fiddle tune that is mentioned in Fair and Tender Ladies, is

played by R.C. in his "Morally Good Programs."  `"I'he Cuckoo Song" that

Nonnie performed when she was a child is later performed by her

children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren.  "Melungeon Man,"

which R.C. writes from his own pain, is also passed down through family

tradition and is included in Katie's album.  All of the songs mentioned in

this book, whether genuine traditional country music songs or original

lyrics written by Lee Smith and others, demonstrate the making of and

perpetuation of musical falnily tradition.  Many are meant for

professional entertainment, many are old folk ballads set to more
contemporary country music, and many are traditional church hymns.

Through the passage of time and the gathering of the Bailey family at the

conclusion of this book, Lee Smith pulls together different facets of

expression in song.  Tracing Smith's systematic use of traditional tunes,

love songs, and religious songs through Black Mountain Breakdown, Qral

History, Fair and Tender Ladies and Tbg Devil's Dream shows her great

interest in song and the way it reflects the lives of real people.  Tbg

Devil's Dream marks the culmination of her experiment with the

narrative technique of song.



Conclusion

Ceremony

I will tell you something about stories,

[he said]

They aren't just entertainment.

Don't be fooled.

They are all we have, you see,

all we have to fight off

illness and death.

You don't have anything

if you don't have the stories.

-Leslie Marmon Silko

Lee Smith's great ability is to tell stories of the South from new and

exciting perspectives.  She is always experimenting with new naITative

styles that best suit her story.  Her work with the third-person narrator

is distinct and diverse.  She has taken the straight omniscient narrator

and added a twist, the diction of the focal character, to resolve the

disparity between the narrator and the mountain voices of her

characters.  Her third person also shifts its focus among several

characters and often provides structure and objectivity to her novels.

66
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Moreover, Lee Smith has taken the first-person narrator into new areas.

The old "Granny" storyteller, the biased narrator, and the voice of the

modern mountain woman are all creative points of view that add

incredible richness and complexity to her novels.  Smith also adds written

first-person narratives to create contrast and to provide deeper insights

to otherwise distant characters.  Within her novels she often shifts the

point of view from third person to first person.  She takes the written
narrative a step further with her epistolary novel in which she combines

letters with oral language.  Song as a fo]rm of narrative style becomes an

important aspect of Lee Smith's more recent work.  The use of song to

reflect the events and emotions of her characters can be followed from

Black Mountain Breakdown to Oral Historv and Fair and Tender Ladies

until her most recent novel The Devil's Dream brings song to the

forefront.  Music is the theme of this story, and songs written in the text

tell the stories of the Bailey falnily.  AIl of these varying techniques

developed together so expertly in her work make Lee Smith a master

storyteller who gives the world a fresh, accurate, and enchanting view of

Southern, and particularly Appalachian, life.

Lee Smith belongs to a great tradition of storytellers that is present

in cultures other than that of the American South.  Like Eudora Welty,

she makes stories of familiar themes, times, and places new again

through the way she tells the stories.   Smith's thoughtful word choice not

only represents the diction of her characters, but it also suggests the

character of the speaker.  As expressed by Native-American writer Leslie

Marmon Silko, the words used in the story are essential to the essence of

the story:
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because no word exists alone, and the reason for choosing

each word had to be explained with a story about why it

must be said this certain way.  That was the responsibility

that went with being human . . . the story behind each word

must be told so there could be no mistake in the meaning of

what had been said; and this demanded great patience and

love. (35-36)

Smith's stories develop from an idea or a central mystery.  These ideas,

mysteries, and words are what the characters' lives are all about.  Like

Silko, Welty, and many other writers, Smith uses great patience and love

to explain the meaning of the lives of her people in the Southern

Appalachian mountains.
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23 March 1993

Spangler:  What attracted me so much to all of your work is just Crystal

Spangler-just having the same last name as somebody!  And after

having read Black Mountain Breakdown, my grandmother said, "I'hat

must be those Spanglers over the mountain in Virginia."

Smith:  It's probably not.  Actually, it's just a name that I love.  And I've

always loved it.  I guess because of "spangles" or something.  I don't

know.   Also, when I write about southwest Virginia, I try to use all the

people's names, the real people that live there.  And Spangler is a real

common name in Buchanan County, where I'm from.  So is Bivens.  It's

Bivens and it's also spelled Bevins, which is another variation.

Spangler:  I'm trying to make some connection with Tom Wolfe's Tbe

New Journalism and how you came up with your downstage narrator.

Smith:  That is very interesting because I had a real hard time when I

began to write about Appalachia, about the region where I'm from

because I would have such disparity between the voices of my character,

who spoke, of course, in dialect, a fairly heavy dialect, and just the

standard narration of my third-person narrator, and I felt like it made

my character seem stupid.  I felt like it made them look dumb, you know,

like "Hee Haw." And it was really hard for me.  In fact, one book that I

wrote, Oral Historv, I scrapped the first hundred pages of it and decided

to tell it in voices because I decided it would be better to have the people

speak with their own voice than to have such a difference between the

third-person narration and the voices of the characters.  So this has been

a real problem for me.  It was actually with a story named . . .
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Spangler:  "Heat Lightning."

Smith:  Yeah.  "Heat Lightning that I first came up with kind of a way

to get around this problem, which is a real problem.  And it was just

unconscious, I just found myself writing in the third person the way that

Geneva, who was the main character, would say it if she were saying it.

Like if she said, "It's hot as hell in here,"-Not the kind of thing that the

third-person narrator would say, and then suddenly, that story just

seemed to write itself.  And it was a story that I had had so much trouble

with before.  So I just kind of wrote it that way, and then,later, I did

kind of come across in The New Joumalism, which is a textbook that I

had used to teach-Tom Wolfe's discussion about that and how he came

up with it when he was working on Junior Johnson-and I call it the
"downstage narrator" when I teach now, when I talk with my writing

classes about the possible variations in point of view.  So, I sort of came

upon it and then I got a name for it from Tom Wolfe, but his discussion

of that, I think, is very good.

Spangler:  Yes, it is.  And I thought I read somewhere that you said

that you had read The New Joumalism, and I wasn't sure if you read it

first or after you came up with it.

Smith:  Well, I sort of came up with it and then got a name for it and

began to understand a little bit of what I was doing, and that it is o.k.,

because there are a lot of editors that hate that and see it as a

mistake-see it as a violation of your narrative voice-and won't let you

do it.  In fact, I had to fight with my own editor about it.  So, every editor

is not wild about writers that do that.
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Spangler:  It sure works, though, in your stuff.

Smith:  Well, I'm glad.  Itjust solved that problem for me because there

was a lot of material that I was unable . . . I mean if I could write in the

first person, that's fine, because I can write in dialect, but if it's a story

that can't be told in the first person, I was just stymied for a long time

until I came upon that way of going at it.

Spangler:  In Fancv Strut I noticed that that narrator is much more

distant than all of the others and I was wondering if your journalism

experience made that narrator so distant?

Smith:  Oh, yeah.  I think so because I wrote that right at the end of

four years of working on the newspaper.  And it uses all of this material

that I had gathered while I was working for a newspaper.  So, I think

definitely that's an influence.  I noticed,  looking back on it, it is a very

distant perspective.   At one point I remember there is something about

an isosceles triangle being superimposed on the town!  It is just crazy!

Very distant!

Spangler:  With Oral Historv, I found a quote by Dorothy Combs Hill

that says that you intended for the sounds on the tape to be all of the

narratives in the book.

Smith:  Yeah.  Nobody got that!  That's one of these little devices I had

in my head and absolutely nobody picked up on that, so I think I just

have to scratch that.  But this was my idea that she would set the tape

recorder going in the empty house and then that the whole book would

be the voices.
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Spangler:  It's a good idea.

Smith:  Well, it wasn't a very good idea-it was a great idea, but it was

too subtle, nobody got it.

Spangler:  Well, because at the very end of the book, you say there will

be enough banging and laughter on the tape to satisfy Jennifer's

classmates, but you don't ever say anything about real voices talking, so

that's what made me doubt that that was your intent.

Smith:  Right!  Well, I know it.  I sort of did it and then I dropped it so

far that no one . . . I should have said "there will be the voices all

jumbled that they couldn't understand," or something like that.  Ahh!  If
I ever have a chance to revise it, Ill do that.  Thank you.  That's a very

good point.  That's probably the reason no one got it.  That's good.

Spangler:  With The Devil's Dream, you have talked about how the

book is structured like an album.  Can you give me more on that?

Smith:  I meant for each section, each narration, you know, when they

are all first-person narration, or they are very close like Black Jack

Johnny is third person but it's that downstage narrator that is very

close, that you mentioned.  I just meant for each section to be like

somebody's song where somebody was just kind of spitting out their

essence, so to speak.  I just think that each person has a song and I

meant for each person's song to fit chronologically into the history of

country music.  So, that was what I was generally going by.  I just

wanted each person to have a song, and in many instances the actual

song is there, begins the chapter.
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Spangler:  Did you write all of those songs?

Smith:  In the first section?  Let's see, I wrote some of them.

Spangler:  There is the Kate Malone song in Old Man Ira Keen's

chapter.

Smith:  Oh, yeah.  I wrote that.

Spangler:   And then there is the cuckoo song . . .

Smith:  No, now, that's a traditional tune.  In the back, it will tell you.

The ones that aren't ascribed to anybody else, I wrote.  But most of the

songs in that first section are, in fact, the real tradition tunes.  And in

the Bristol Sessions, that's really what the other people really sang.

Spangler:  But "The Melungeon Man!" I had never heard of a

melungeon before !

Smith:  Oh really!  You see, my father used to tell me that if I wasn't

good he would give me to the melungeons!  So this played a very large

part in my childhood fantasies.  It was really funny, I had just finished

writing the first part of that and I gave a reading in Knoxville from that

Nonnie chapter, and I had four or five melungeons in the audience and

they were furious!  They were furious, no one else had ever heard of

them-it was really interesting.

Spangler:  I'm sure nobody realized that they were melungeons!

Smith:  Right.  They are very good looking people.
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Spangler:  In the beginning of The Devil's Dream the narrator sounds

like a tourist at the Opryland Hotel.  Was that your intention?

Smith:  Oh, yeah.  Yes.  I'm glad you got that.  Again, Ijust sort of go

pell-mell and then in retrospect you wish you could go back and revise,
and I think I would make the tourist aspect a little bit more clear.

Spangler:  But the narrator of the last section of the book is not the

same voice at all.

Smith:  No.  It's not the same, it's just that omliiscient narrator.

Spangler:  Well, thank you so much.

Smith:  Well, I just really do appreciate your interest and I'm going to

send you a tape because we have some tapes now of The Devil's Dream.

In fact, we are going to come and do this show from The Devil's Dream in

Boone, actually, but it's next January.  I have some friends, Clyde

Edgerton and his wife who are musicians, and so, they had a lot of fun

making up tunes for some of these words that I wrote, and so we made

this little album.  So, I will send you one.  It's kind of amateur, but it's

really fun.  You know, we had it produced here, and they are really good,

and I don't do much on the thing because my idea was not to do much.  I

just kind of say little tiny things in between.  I'm glad, by the way, that

your grandmother enjoyed Fair and Tender Ladies, because several old
ladies have told me that they didn't think it was very good.  I said, well,

why not?  And they say, well, it's just not like a book!  Which I thought

was wonderful, I mean, that a book should be something outside their

own life.  Like a romance, or whatever.  One of these old ladies said,
"Well, I just saved up to read it, and I was just so disappointed."
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Spangler:  Well, she just loved it; she said it just brought everything

back, because my grandfather worked in the coal mines, and I'm sure

that they had cave-ins.  And they lived up on the hill like they did in the

book.

Smith:  Well, I am so glad that she liked it.  And thank you very much,

and Ill send you a tape of the songs because one of them I think is

fabulous.  The three that Clyde and Susan wrote are all real good; one is

real funny, a banjo tune that Clyde does about two lefts don't make a

right+it's very funny, and then the one that's very good is by Susan, and

its `You Made My Day Last Night." And it's real good.

Spangler:  The one I thought was so funny in the front of the Katie

Cocker section~"I've got a double bed in this double-wide .... "

Smith:  I know! I love that.  They didn't do that, I wanted them to do

that.
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